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1 Introduction 

This document is part of the deliverable D3.6. This deliverable is a pure software deliverable. It is being 

provided as a ZIP archive. The contents of the ZIP archive are the following: 

 ubipol – Source code of the UbiPOL system. The build infrastructure for compiling and generating a 

distribution is also included. This is a snapshot of the development source tree at the time the 

deliverable was produced. 

 maven-site – Javadoc documentation of source code and code quality reports. These were 

automatically generated from the source code. 

 UbiPOL-D3.6-x.y.pdf – This companion document. 

The purpose of this document is to provide a high level description of the internal architecture and organization 
of the software of the UbiPOL system. The information contained here is mainly targeted at developers. This 

information is useful for developers involved in the development of the UbiPOL system itself or interested in 

creating extensions. Parts of this document were also present in the companion document for deliverable D3.5, 

but are here updated and extended. The contents of this document aggregate part of the technical documentation 

created during development of the software. This technical documentation is contained in the project source 

development tree under the doc/Developers folder. The documents under this folder are updated as work 

progresses. As such, the present document represents a snapshot in time of that information at the moment this 

document was created. 

 This document is organized in sections. The topics enumerated below will be addressed in each of the following 

sections. 

 Section 2 provides an introduction to the software components that comprise the UbiPOL system. 

 Section 3 describes the iterative steps taken during implementation of the software. This section also 

covers the enterprise software design patterns used as blueprints for the structure of the software. 

 An introduction to the domain model API is the subject of section 4. This is the API that represents the 

core concepts of the UbiPOL system. 

 Section 5 describes the policy maker workflow engine API. It introduces the concepts used in this 
component and describes the API for using the engine. 

 Section 6 is concerned with the opinion mining engine, used for rating comments according to polarity. 

 Section 7 addresses the front end web services. This is the component providing the SOAP endpoints 

for client applications to interact with the UbiPOL server. 

 Section 8 describes the security module.  

 Section 9 presents the front end class library. This is an API that can be used in client applications to 

provide functionality specific of an UbiPOL system and for making use of services provided by the 

UbiPOL server. This API is also used in the client application developed as part of the UbiPOL project 

and for use in the field trials. 

 Section 10 covers some topics on the scalability testing of the UbiPOL system. 
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2 UbiPOL Modules 

This section describes the software modules of the UbiPOL system. The architecture of an instance of the 

UbiPOL system is illustrated in Figure 1. This follows the usual organization of a multi-tiered system. 

UbiPOL

Core APIs

Frontend

SOAP-WS

PMBE

REST-WS

UbiPOL Services

Reported 

Issues Service

PMWF

 Service

Opinion Mining 

Service

Authentication

Service

Citizen Profile 

Service

DatabaseUbipol Server

Internet

Citizen

Frontend App PMBE App

HTTPSHTTPS

 

Figure 1 - Architecture of the UbiPOL system. 

Each module is a product in itself (a JAR file), although it may require other modules to be usable in a live 

system. Each of these modules has a direct correspondence to a Maven [6] module in the build system. The use 

of Maven as build system provides for automatic management of dependencies, both between the project 
modules and on external libraries. 

Module Description 

commons Utility classes and tools intended for use by other modules. 

domain Domain model API.  

API for managing and represent the core concepts of the UbiPOL system. 

ejblib UbiPOL EJB library. 

Set of EJBs used by both the “fews” and “pmbews” modules. 

fecl Front-end class library. 

Used within J2ME client applications. 

fews Front-end web services. 
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SOAP web services used by the Mobile Frontend application. 

frontend Front-end mobile application. 

The J2ME client application targeted at citizens. 

opinionmining Opinion mining API. 

API for managing the opinion mining engine. 

pmbe PMBE application. 

The policy maker backend web application. 

pmbews PMBE web services. 

REST web services used by the PMBE web application. 

pmwf PMWF engine API.  

API for managing the workflow engine. 

ubipolapps UbiPOL applications. 

Includes the FEWS and PMBE web applications. 

The figure below illustrates the dependencies between software modules. 

 

Figure 2 - Dependencies between software modules. 

2.1 commons – Common Utility Classes 

The module contains a set of utility classes to be used by other modules. 

domain pmwf

opinionmining

ejblibfews pmbews

frontend

pmbe

fecl

ubipolapps

commons
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Java packages: 

Java package Description 

eu.ubipol.commons.configuration  

eu.ubipol.commons.geo Utility classes related with manipulation of 

geographical coordinates. 

eu.ubipol.commons.geo.sphericalMercator  

eu.ubipol.commons.geo.topology  

eu.ubipol.commons.image  

eu.ubipol.commons.io Utility classes for I/O related operations, and 

accessing files and resources in a uniform way. 

eu.ubipol.commons.logging Utility classes related for logging. 

eu.ubipol.commons.security Utility classes related with encryption. 

eu.ubipol.commons.xmlParser  

2.2 domain – Domain Model API 

This is the API representing the core concepts of the UbiPOL system. It is used to manage all those concepts, 

represented as classes and objects. 

The domain model API will not have any dependences on JEE libraries. It will only have dependencies on JSE 
libraries. 

Java classes: 

Java package Description 

eu.ubipol.domain Classes providing access to the UbiPOL domain 

model. 

eu.ubipol.domain.auth Classes related with authentication and authorization. 

eu.ubipol.domain.auth.jpa Classes related with the implementation of 

eu.ubipol.domain.authinterfaces that use JPA as the 

ORM framework. 

eu.ubipol.domain.auth.simple Classes related with the implementation of an 

AuthenticationService that uses a plain text file as 

source of user data, including encrypted passwords. 

eu.ubipol.domain.auth.trac Classes related with the implementation of an 

AuthenticationService that uses a Trac instance as 

source of user data. 

eu.ubipol.domain.fews The façades, and their implementations, intended for 

use by the SOAP web services for the Frontend 
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application. 

eu.ubipol.domain.issuepois  

eu.ubipol.domain.issuepois.jpa  

eu.ubipol.domain.issues Classes for interacting with issues. 

eu.ubipol.domain.jpa Classes related with JPA use in the domain model API. 

eu.ubipol.domain.notifications Classes for representing and managing the entities 

related with notifications sent to citizens when using 

the mobile client application. 

eu.ubipol.domain.notifications.jpa Classes related with the implementation of 

eu.ubipol.domain.notifications interfaces that use JPA 

as the ORM framework. 

eu.ubipol.domain.pmbeusers  

eu.ubipol.domain.pmbews The façades intended for use by the PMBE application 

and their implementations. 

eu.ubipol.domain.pmwf Classes for managing PMWF instances, built on top of 

the PMWF API. 

eu.ubipol.domain.pmwfeditor Classes for representing and managing the entities 

related with the support for the PMWF workflow 

editor. 

eu.ubipol.domain.policydomain Classes for representing and managing the entities 

related with policy domains. 

eu.ubipol.domain.policydomain.jpa Classes related with the implementation of 

eu.ubipol.domain.policydomaininterfaces that use JPA 
as the ORM framework. 

eu.ubipol.domain.preferences  

eu.ubipol.domain.reportedissuecomments Classes for representing and managing the entities 

related with reported issue comments. 

eu.ubipol.domain.reportedissuecomments.jpa Classes related with the implementation of 

eu.ubipol.domain.reportedissuecomments interfaces 

that use JPA as the ORM framework. 

eu.ubipol.domain.reportedissues Classes for representing and managing the entities 

related with reported issues. 

eu.ubipol.domain.reportedissues.jpa Classes related with the implementation of 

eu.ubipol.domain.reportedissuesinterfaces that use JPA 

as the ORM framework. 

eu.ubipol.domain.users Classes related with users and user data. 

eu.ubipol.domain.users.jpa Classes related with the implementation of interfaces 
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that use JPA as the ORM framework. 

eu.ubipol.domain.util Utility classes used throughout the domain model API. 

2.3 ejblib – UbiPOL EJB Library 

This module provides a set of EJBs intended to be used within both the “fews” and “pmbews” modules. 

Typically, these EJBs implement façades defined in the domain model API. 

Java packages: 

Java package Description 

eu.ubipol.domain.auth.ejb EJB classes implemeting the domain API façades related with 

authentication and authorization. 

eu.ubipol.domain.ejb Classes and interfaces related with EJBs that provide access to the 

façades that comprise the domain model API. 

eu.ubipol.domain.fews.ejb EJB classes implementing the domain API façades used by the FEWS 

application. 

eu.ubipol.domain.pmbews.ejb EJB classes implementing the domain API façades used by the 
PMBE application. 

2.4 fecl – Frontend Class Library 

This is a class library for use in J2ME client applications that interact with an UbiPOL system instance. 

Java packages Description 

eu.ubipol.frontend .cm.authentication  

eu.ubipol.frontend .cm.dto  

eu.ubipol.frontend .cm.notification  

eu.ubipol.frontend .cm.retrieval  

eu.ubipol.frontend .cm.tracking  

eu.ubipol.frontend .cm.upm  

eu.ubipol.frontend .guio.pm  

2.5 fews – Front-End Web Services 

This module provides the SOAP web services that are used by the mobile application. The SOAP web services 

are implemented as EJBs. 

Java packages:  
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Java packages Description 

eu.ubipol.fews.authService  

eu.ubipol.fews.authService.dtos  

eu.ubipol.fews.config  

eu.ubipol.fews.core  

eu.ubipol.fews.notificationService  

eu.ubipol.fews.notificationService.dtos  

eu.ubipol.fews.retrievalService  

eu.ubipol.fews.retrievalService.dtos  

eu.ubipol.fews.trackingService  

eu.ubipol.fews.trackingService.dtos  

eu.ubipol.fews.upmService  

eu.ubipol.fews.upmService.dtos  

eu.ubipol.fews.utils.faults 
 

2.6 frontend – Front-End Mobile Application 

The Android client application targeted at citizens for interacting with the UbiPOL system. 

2.7 opinionmining – Opinion Mining API 

This API is for managing the opinion mining engine. This API will not have any dependencies on JEE libraries. 

It will only have dependencies on JSE libraries. 

Java packages: 

Java packages Description 

eu.ubipol.opinionmining Classes related with opinion mining 

eu.ubipol.opinionmining.database_engine  

eu.ubipol.opinionmining.nlp_engine  

eu.ubipol.opinionmining.owl_engine  

eu.ubipol.opinionmining.polarity_analyzer  

eu.ubipol.opinionmining.search  
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eu.ubipol.opinionmining.stem_engine  

2.8 pmbe – PMBE Application 

This is the policy maker backend web application. This web application will be a RIA (rich internet application). 

It will have no server side components. But it will be a client of the REST web services implemented in the 

“pmbews” module. 

2.9 pmbews – PMBE Web Services 

This module provides a set of REST web services intended to be used by the PMBE web application. 

Java packages: 

Java packages Description 

eu.ubipol.pmbews Classes related with the policy maker backend application 

REST web services. 

eu.ubipol.pmbews.messages  

eu.ubipol.pmbews.pmwf  

eu.ubipol.pmbews.pmwfeditor  

eu.ubipol.pmbews.reportedissues  

eu.ubipol.pmbews.sessions  

2.10 pmwf – PMWF Engine API 

This is the API used for managing the workflow engine. This API will not have any dependencies on JEE 
libraries. It will only have dependencies on JSE libraries. 

Java packages: 

Java packages Description 

eu.ubipol.pmwf.controller     

eu.ubipol.pmwf.controller.dto  

eu.ubipol.pmwf.engine  

eu.ubipol.pmwf.engine.defaultImpl  

eu.ubipol.pmwf.engine.generic  

eu.ubipol.pmwf.event  

eu.ubipol.pmwf.event.listener   
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eu.ubipol.pmwf.exception  

eu.ubipol.pmwf.model  

eu.ubipol.pmwf.parser  

eu.ubipol.pmwf.parser.xmlParsing  

eu.ubipol.pmwf.parser.xmlParsing.xep  

eu.ubipol.pmwf.persistence  

eu.ubipol.pmwf.persistence.eao  

eu.ubipol.pmwf.persistence.eao.jpa  

eu.ubipol.pmwf.predicate  

eu.ubipol.pmwf.predicate.completion  

eu.ubipol.pmwf.predicate.transit  

eu.ubipol.pmwf.test  

2.11 ubipolapps – UbiPOL Server Applications 

This module includes the PMBE and FEWS web applications. The purpose of this Maven module is to generate 

a single EAR (Enterprise Archive) containing the PMBE and FEWS applications. This EAR will be deployed in 

a Glassfish [4] server. 
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3 Implementation 

This document describes the steps to be taken during the implementation phase of work package WP3. The focus 

is on server side components. This document is work in progress and will evolve during development. 

The steps are the following: 

 Identify use cases. 

 Define GUI for use case. 

 Define web service methods for use by client application. 

 Define façade for use by front-end. 

 Define domain model for use by façade. 

 Map object model to database. 

Each step is dependent on the previous step. But each step may also provide feedback that is used to tune the 

previous steps. 

This set of steps will be executed in succession. By the end of each iteration a new functionality is supposed to 

be available and functional. A new release of the system software will then be created and installed in the testing 

environment. The testing environment will be accessible to all project participants. 

These steps are detailed in the following sections. When a path do a document is mentioned it is assumed to be 

relative to the doc/Developers folder in the project source tree. 

3.1 Identify Use Cases 

Use cases have been already identified and detailed in D3.3. 

Order use cases starting with the use cases that will be implemented first. 

For each use case: 

 Fill any missing details. Add clarifications if required. These additions should be guided by the GUI 

analysis already performed in D3.3. 

 Make a working release of the entire system after implementing the use case. 

Deliverables 

Updated documentation: 

 Apps/Pmbe/UseCases/pmbe-UseCases.docx 

 Apps/Frontend/UseCases/frontend-UseCases.docx 

These documents started as a copy&paste of the corresponding D3.3 chapters. As each use-case is addressed for 
implementation they will evolve to contain clarifications and additional details. 

3.2 Define GUI for Use Case 

For each use case define the GUI to be used by the end user. 
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The design of the GUI has been done in D3.3. This step is intended to refine and increase the detail of the design 

already performed. 

The detailed GUI design will reveal the requirements the façades are expected to provide (cf. next session) to 

their clients. 

In the case of the mobile application the needs of the front-end have already been defined. These needs directly 

correspond to web methods that need to be available (implemented) on the server side. 

Deliverables 

Updated documentation: 

 Apps/Pmbe/Gui/pmbe-Gui.docx 

 Apps/Frontend/Gui/frontend-Gui.docx 

These documents started as copy&paste of the corresponding D3.3 chapters. As each use case is addressed for 

implementation they will evolve to contain a more detailed and fuller description. 

3.3 Define Web Service Methods for Use by Client Application 

Define the web methods signatures required by the client application to provide the intended use-case 

functionality. The design of a web method signature is closely related with the design of the façade that provides 

a method with the corresponding functionality (cf. next section). The implementation of the web method should 

be a thin layer that delegates all or most of the work to the façade. 

Deliverables 

Java code. Modules: 

 fews 

 pmbews 

Updated documentation: 

 Apps/Pmbe/pmbews-RestWebServices.docx 

 Apps/Frontend/frontend-SoapWebServices.docx 

These documents started as copy&paste of the corresponding D3.3 chapters. As each use case is addressed for 

implementation they will evolve to contain a more detailed and fuller description. 

3.4 Define Façade for Use by Front-End 

For each use case define the façade to be used by the front-end. 

By front-end we mean one of the following: 

 EJB implementing a SOAP web service. SOAP web services are required and used by the Frontend 
Mobile application. 

 EJB implementing a REST web service. REST web services will be used by the PMBE application 

running in the browser. 

The design of the façade is driven be the needs of the front-end. Note that it may be enough for a previously 

defined façade to be extended with additional methods. 

The façade manages the interaction with the persistence framework. 
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Figure 3 - A façade and its relationship with the rest of the application. 

Deliverables 

Java code. Modules:  

 domain 

 ejblib 

Updated documentation: 

 DomainModel/DomainModel-*.docx 

3.5 Define Domain Model for Use by Façade 

Define the domain model that will be used by the façade. 

The domain model (cf. "Domain Model Pattern" http://martinfowler.com/eaaCatalog/domainModel.html) 
implements the business logic using good old-fashioned object oriented analysis and design techniques. 

A first iteration of the domain model has been defined in D3.3. It needs to be refined and the behaviour (set of 

methods) needs to be revised and clarified. 

Deliverables 

Java code. Modules: 

 domain 

 pmwf 

 opinionmining 

Presentation Tier

MyFaçade

<<interface>>

+myAction(arg1, arg2)

MyFaçadeImpl

+myAction(arg1, arg2)

ORM FrameworkDomain Model

MyEntity

MyService

<<interface>>
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Updated documentation: 

 DomainModel/DomainModel-*.docx 

 OpinionMining/UbiPOL-OpinionMining.docx 

 Pmwf/UbiPOL-Pmwf.docx 

Class diagrams illustrating "is-a", "has-a", "uses" relations must be included. Some of these documents started as 

copy&paste of the corresponding D3.3 chapter. As each part of the domain model is addressed for 
implementation it will evolve to contain clarifications and additional details. 

3.5.1 Roles of Classes in the Domain Model 

Classes that are part of the domain model are grouped in categories according to their functionalities. The 

following categories are relevant: 

 Entities 

 Value objects 

 Factories 

 Entity access objects (aka repositories). 

 Services 

 

Figure 4 - Example domain model categories and their relationship. 

3.5.2 Entities 

Entities are objects that have distinct business identity that is separate from the values of their attributes. 

3.5.3 Value Objects 

Value objects are objects that are primarily defined by the value of their attributes. 

MyService

<<interface>>

+myAction(arg1, arg2)

MyServiceImpl

+myAction(arg1, arg2)

MyEntityEao

<<interface>>

+findWithId(objectId)

MyEntity
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3.5.4 Factories 

Factories are classes specialized in creating instances. 

3.5.5 Entity Access Objects 

Entity access objects, also known as repositories, manage collections of entities and provide methods for finding 

and deleting entities. A repository encapsulates the persistence framework. It consists of an interface and an 

implementation class. The interface defines the methods that can be called by the repository's clients. The 
implementation class implements the methods by calling the persistence framework. 

3.5.6 Services 

Services implement the workflow of the application and concentrate the business logic. These classes are the 

driving force of the application, with methods that fulfil uses cases. Services include behaviours that cannot be 

assigned to a single entity and consist of methods that act on multiple objects. 

A service consists of an interface and an implementation class. It is invoked by the domain model's client which 

is the façade. A service method rarely implements a significant amount of business logic. Instead, a typical 

service method retrieves objects using a repository and then delegates to them. 

The methods defined by a domain model service are very similar to those defined by the POJO façade. The 
methods usually correspond to the steps of the use case. However, a service, unlike a façade, does not deal with 

such things as performing transactions, gathering the data that must be returned to the presentation tier, 

detaching objects, and all of the other things that the façade has to deal with. Instead, it just focuses on pure 

business logic. 

3.6 Map Object Model to Database 

ORM (object/relational mapping) standard techniques are used to define the database tables where the domain 

model is persisted. The mapping has to take into account that the Java Persistence API (JPA) is being used for 
the ORM engine. 
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Figure 5 - The relationship between the ORM framework and the rest of the application. 

Deliverables 

SQL scripts for creating the tables in the database. 

Presentation Tier

MyFaçade

<<interface>>

Domain Model

MyEntity

MyEntityEaoImpl

+findWithId(objectId)

Database

ORM Framework

MyFaçadeImpl
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4 Domain Model API 

The domain model API main goal is to represent the core concepts of the UbiPOL system. 

The domain model API is composed of a set of high-level interfaces and ancillary classes. Each of the high-level 

interfaces corresponds to a specific functionality of the UbiPOL system (e.g. authentication and session 
management, reported issue management, etc). These high-levels interfaces are also sometimes referred to as 

“services”. 

The domain model API follows an interface-based programming design. Interface-based programming is the 

practice of not using implementation classes directly whenever possible. This approach promotes loose coupling 

since implementation classes can easily be swapped out without a lot of code changes. This also makes it easy to 

plug distinct implementations of existing interfaces when packaging the final system and during testing.  

The domain model API will be used from within the presentation layer of the UbiPOL system implementation. 

The presentation layer includes the implementation of the web services used by client applications. There are 

two sets of web services, SOAP and REST. SOAP web services are consumed by the Mobile Frontend 

application. REST web services are consumed by the PBME application. 

The domain model API has no dependencies on JEE specific APIs. This is intended to allow the domain model 

API to be used outside an EJB container. 

The domain model API corresponds to the “domain” module in the build system. This module is packaged as a 

JAR file. The domain model API is thus distributed as a JAR file for use by other components that require this 

library. 

4.1 EJB Services 

Although the domain model API has no dependencies on JEE specific APIs, it will be used from within code 

implementing EJBs. To make it easier for the developer of EJBs to use the domain model API objects, a set of 
EJBs corresponding to the domain model API services will be provided. 

For each service of the domain model API there will be a singleton EJB implementing the corresponding Java 

interface. These service EJBs are used by other service EJBs and top-level components that require them. These 

top-level components typically correspond to the classes implementing the SOAP web services and the REST 

web services. 

When a component requires one of these EJB services it needs to obtain a reference to it. That is easily 

accomplished through the dependency injection features of the JEE server. 

The Java code for all these EJBs resides in the “ejblib” module. This module is packaged as a JAR file. When 

deploying an enterprise application that requires these EJBs both the JARs for the “domain” and “ejblib” 

modules will also be included. 

4.1.1 EJB Services Classes 

The class diagram below illustrates the relations between the interfaces and classes involved with the EJBs that 

correspond to services. This class diagram does not yet contain all the service EJBs. It will be progressively 

completed as analysis on each service is concluded. 
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Figure 6 – Domain model API services accessible as EJBs. 

4.1.1.1 UbipolFacade  

This is a factory for the domain model services used by the top-level components.  

4.1.1.2 UbipolFacadeBean 

This is a singleton EJB implementing the UbipolFacade interface that provides access the domain model API 

service objects. The current implementation instantiates internally an UbipolFacadeImpl object and delegates all 

UbipolFacade methods to that object. 

The UbipolFacadeBean EJB was defined with the following goals: 

 Make it possible to use the dependency injection features of the JEE server in order for other EJBs to 

obtain a reference to an instance of an UbipolFacade (namely the EJBs implementing domain model 

API services). 

 Centralize the instantiation of the UbipolFacadeImpl object with the appropriate configuration 
parameters. Some of these configuration parameters are obtained from the EJB container (e.g. 

DataSource instances). 

 Manage the life cycle of the UbipolFacadeImpl object. In addition, it guarantees that a single instance 

of this object exists inside the JEE application. 

UbipolFacade

<<interface>>

+getPmbeSessionFacade()

+getFeSessionFacade()

+getReportedIssueFacade()

+getNotificationFacade()

UbipolFacadeBean

PmbeSessionFacadeBean

SessionFacade

<<interface>>

ReportedIssueFacadeBean

ReportedIssueFacade

<<interface>>

UbipolFacadeFactory

<<interface>>

+create()

NotificationsFacade

<<interface>> NotificationsFacadeBean

FeSessionFacadeBean

SimpleAuthUbipolFacadeFactory

TracAuthUbipolFacadeFactory

RetrievalFacadeBean

RetrievalFacade

<<interface>>

UserProfileFacadeBean

UserProfileFacade

<<interface>>
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5 The PMWf engine component 

5.1 Introduction 

As described in previous deliverables, the PMWf component encapsulates the features fulfilling the requirements 

of a rule-based ubiquitous policy making workflow engine. Therefore, the PMWf component implements the 

main functionalities needed in order to deliver a usable workflow engine and to be employed for the specific 

reason of policy making. Furthermore, the PMWf component was designed and implemented with extensive 

consideration of reusability by enabling the ability to include additional features and/or interoperability with 

other systems through its public API and generic services. 

The following figure shows the reference model of workflow management systems as described by the workflow 

management coalition (www.wfmc.org). The design of the PMWf component was centred on the WfMC 

reference model by exposing different types of interfaces and interaction endpoints. While other systems and 
components interfacing with the PMWf might be independent, the PMWf component includes default 

implementations of these interfaces to be particularly simple to integrate with other UbiPOL modules. 

 

Figure 7 - Reference model of workflow management systems. 

5.2 PMWf Implementation Structure 

Regarding the output of WP3, the PMWf component is represented as an independent java class library (jar file) 

implementing the basic functionalities of a rule-based workflow enactment service interfacing with other 

components and modules through well-defined public API. The PMWf implementation consists of the following 

packages: 

Java Package Description 

eu.ubipol.pmwf.basic Contains the default implementation of services available for future 

http://www.wfmc.org/
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extension or to be provided by the calling system 

eu.ubipol.pmwf.controller Contains the main entry point classes as well as the PMWf component 

public interfaces to operate the component. This package also contains 

a sub package for data holder classes (DTOs) 

eu.ubipol.pmwf.engine Contains the internal classes implementing the core business logic of 

the PMWf component 

eu.ubipol.pmwf.event Contains the event classes corresponding to the main events raised by 

the PMWf component at different levels 

eu.ubipol.pmwf.exception Contains the exception classes to encapsulate the exceptions thrown by 

the PMWf component 

eu.ubipol.pmwf.model Contains the core domain model of the PMWf component. These 

classes are limited for internal usage as data holder classes are defined 

as part of the controller package 

eu.ubipol.pmwf.parser Contains the main classes and interfaces for performing different types 

of parsing to and from the PMWf domain model objects and different 

notations and serialisation representations such as XML 

eu.ubipol.pmwf.persistence Holds classes and interfaces ensuring the data persistence of the PMWf 

eu.ubipol.pmwf.predicate Contains the main interfaces and default implementation of classes 

representing rule predicates 

5.3 PMWf Settings 

The PMWf component makes extensive use of objects persistence. Therefore, JPA2 was employed to ensure a 

reliable persistence mechanism and transparent communication with the PMWf data store. The default 

implementation assumes PMWf objects are persisted in a relational database. The use of JPA2 ensures that the 

PMWf component is independent from the database vendor given the availability of a JDBC driver and proper 

persistence settings. The persistence settings are split into two main parts: entity mappings and data source 

settings. While both parts may reside in the same persistence.xml file, the former is part of the internal structure 

of the PMWf and has to be included in the latter persistence.xml, which should be provided by the caller. In the 
case of UbiPOL, the domain model acts as the main caller of the PMWf, therefore it is responsible for providing 

the necessary persistence.xml which refers to the entity mapping file. The following shows a typical caller’s 

persistence.xml file to be used with PMWf using MySQL database and EclipseLink as a JPA provider: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<persistence xmlns="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/persistence"  
   xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
   xsi:schemaLocation="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/persistence                       
http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/persistence/persistence_2_0.xsd" 
   version="2.0"> 
 
  <!-- MySQL database in the development environment. --> 
  <persistence-unit name="PmwfTestMysql" transaction-type="RESOURCE_LOCAL"> 
    <provider>org.eclipse.persistence.jpa.PersistenceProvider</provider> 
    <!-- The list of entity classes. Should refer to the PMWf internal 
object mappings xml file. --> 
    <mapping-file>META-INF/orm-pmwf.xml</mapping-file> 
    <properties> 
      <property name="eclipselink.target-database" value="MYSQL" /> 
      <property name="eclipselink.jdbc.driver" 
         value="com.mysql.jdbc.Driver" /> 
      <property name="eclipselink.jdbc.url"  
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value="jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/pmwfdb2" /> 
      <property name="eclipselink.jdbc.password" value="password" /> 
      <property name="eclipselink.jdbc.user" value="username" /> 
      <property name="eclipselink.ddl-generation" value="drop-and-create-
tables" />  
      <property name="eclipselink.logging.level" value="INFO" /> 
      <property name="eclipselink.application-location" value="C:/ddl" /> 
      <property name="eclipselink.ddl-generation.output-mode" value="both" 
/>    
    </properties> 
  </persistence-unit> 
</persistence> 

Following the persistence settings, no database creation is expected as the PMWf component ensures the 

creation of the necessary tables, relationships and indexes when used for the first time. Nevertheless, database 

transaction initiation, commit, and rollbacks should be ensured by the calling client. For this reason, it is strongly 

recommended to enclose any call to the PMWf with a suitable transaction initiation and commit block. In 

UbiPOL, the domain model component acts as the central caller of all other components within the platform, 

therefore it ensures the consistency of database access and manages the incurred transactions. The following 

code shows how to enclose a call to the PMWf with the necessary entity database transaction code: 

private JPAEAOService _service=(JPAEAOService)EAOService.getEAOService(); 
try{ 
  _service.getTransaction().begin(); 
  InstanceDTO testInstance=instanceManager.createInstance(schemaId, 
description, date, user); 
  _service.getTransaction().commit(); 
} catch (Exception e) { 
  _service.getTransaction().rollback(); 
} 
finally { 
  _service.teardown(); 
} 

When persistence settings are provided, the PMWf can directly be deployed and used in conjunction with other 

applications or interfacing services. 

5.4 Using the PMWf 

In order to use the PMWf in any application, the “pmwf.jar” should be included in the application class path and 

to obtain a handler to the PMWf entry point, the following code returns a PMWf manager factory through which 

the PMWf functionalities are made available: 

private PMWFManagerFactory pmwfFactory=new PMWFManagerFactory(new 
DefaultPmwfAuth(), new DefaultScheduler(), new 
DefaultPOIQueryResolver(),”PmwfTestMysql”); 

The PMWf manager factory expects some core functionalities to be provided by interfacing systems as such a 

users’ management system, a task scheduler, a GIS handler to resolve POI queries defined in opinion tags, and 

the persistence unit name to be used and declared in the persistence.xml file. These systems interface with the 

PMWf according to interfaces corresponding to interface3 of the WfMC reference model as shown above. The 

users’ management system, task scheduler, and POI query resolver are all client applications invoked by the 
PMWf engine. 

It is worth noting that only one instance of a PMWf manager factory should be used by a single database. 

Ensuring that the PMWf instance is kept singleton is the responsibility of the caller. Two managers can be 

obtained from the created factory; these are the PMWf schema manager and the PMWf instance manager. The 

schema manager is used to create, update, delete, and list PMWf schemas from which instances are enacted. This 

manager deal primarily with workflow definition tools (such as the PMWf Editor) and its interface corresponds 

to the expected requirements as defined in interface1 from the WfMC model. The PMWf instance manager 

controls and manages the created instances and exposes the major functionalities of the PMWf through well-

defined methods and data transfer objects (DTO). The instance manager complies with interface2 of the WfMC 
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reference model as it is the entry point for enacting, updating, deleting, and controlling existing workflow 

instances. This manager also complies with interface5 since it provides methods for tracking and monitoring 

enacted instances. The main advantage of the PMWf design is the event-driven architecture used to dynamically 

register listening applications or services. This permits the ability to connect third party systems (such as legacy 

workflow systems) to the PMWf on the go without the necessity of restarting the PMWf engine. 

While the PMWf factory should be maintained singleton by the caller, the schema and instance managers are 

also kept internally singleton by the PMWf engine. The following code shows how to obtain a handler to the 

singleton instance and schema managers: 

private WorkflowInstanceManager instanceManager; 
private WorkflowSchemaManager schemaManager; 
instanceManager=pmwfFactory.getWorkflowInstanceManager(); 
schemaManager=pmwfFactory.getWorkflowSchemaManager(); 

The following table shows the main public API exposed by the PMWf schema manager: 

Method Name Description 

createSchema To create a new PMWf schema. This method is typically called by 

a workflow editor application. 

loadSchema To load existing schemas for editing. This method is typically 

called by a workflow editor application. 

updateSchema Following loading a schema and editing it, this method ensures its 

updates persistence. This method is typically called by a workflow 

editor application. 

listSchemas To retrieve the list of existing schemas. This method is intended to 

be consumed by PMWf schema management applications like the 

UbiPOL backend application. 

deleteSchema To delete an existing schema. Note that using this schema will 

result by permanently removing the PMWf schema along with all 

enacted and completed flows of this schema. 

listPredicates To retrieve the list of available predicates used for creating 

different types of rules. This method is typically called by a 
workflow editor application and more specifically during the 

creation of flows. 

addPredicate To add more predicates to the PMWf component. This method 

allows third party developers to extend the existing set of 

predicates. It is intended to be consumed by the workflow editor or 

by any other predicate development tool as part of the PMWf 

extension process as described later. 

removePredicate To remove an existing predicate. 

listForms To retrieve a list of forms the PMWf is actually available to 

handle. This method is typically called by a workflow editor 

application when creating or editing PMWf schemas. This method 

may be overloaded to connect to external form provider systems. 

createForm Creates new forms and extend the existing set of forms available 

to the PMWf. This method is typically called by a workflow editor 

application that enables the creation of new forms or by form 
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provider systems. 

removeForm Removes an existing form from the list of forms available to the 

PMWf. 

getFormByID Returns a form template from its ID stored in the PMWf module. 

addWorkflowSchemaListener Registers a listener to the PMWf schema manager events. These 

listeners are then notified about different operations on the PMWf 

schema level. The notification is done through the exchange of 

event objects holding data about the event. 

removeWorkflowSchemaListener Unregisters an existing listener from the list of listeners. 

The following table shows the main public API exposed by the PMWf instance manager: 

Method Name Description 

listInstances Retrieves a list of existing instances in that PMWf installation. 

The lists can be filtered by the status of instance (started, 

completed, etc…) 

createInstance Creates a new instance from an existing PMWf schema. 

startInstance Enacts a created instance to start its execution. 

killInstance Terminates a started instance prematurely. 

getTasksForInstance Returns the list of tasks forming the PMWf passed as 

parameter. This list can be filtered by task status. 

getTaskFromID Returns a task by its ID. 

getOpinionTagsForTask Returns the list of opinion tags belonging to the task passed as 

parameter. 

getOpinionTagsInRegion Returns the list of opinion tags enclosed in a region passed as 

parameter. This method is mainly useful for monitoring 

application and policy maps where opinion tags can be 
displayed as markers on region on the map. 

getInstanceStatus Returns the current status of the instance passed as parameter. 

This method can be part of the API exposed for tracking and 

monitoring applications using the PMWf. 

getInstanceDetails Returns the internal details of a given instance including its 

description, status, and list of tasks. This method is mainly 

used by monitoring and tracking applications using the PWMf 

component. 

addOpinion Adds a posted opinion to given opinion tag. This method is 

mainly called by the web service (or any other layer) 

intercepting and servicing mobile clients requests from the 

mobile application. 

getNumberOfResponsesToOpinionTag Returns the number of citizens who participated to a given 
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opinion task by opinion tag passed as a parameter. 

getOpinionTagResponseTendency Returns a detailed counting structure showing the answer 

tendency of citizens towards a given opinion tag. This method 

is mainly used by the monitoring and tracking applications 

using the PMWf component. 

completeTask To complete an active task. The task can be admin or opinion 

task. This method triggers the internal rule evaluation engine 

and moves the token to the next tasks in the workflow or 

completes the flow. 

addWorkflowInstanceListener Registers a listener to the PMWf instance manager events. 

These listeners are then notified about different operations on 

the PMWf instance level. The notification is done through the 

exchange of event objects holding data about the event. 

removeWorkflowInstanceListener Unregisters an existing listener from the list of listeners. 

setUsersManagement Sets the users’ management system handler if it changes 

during the PMWf operating time. 

setPOIQueryResolver Sets the POI query resolver system (part of the GIS employed 

by the PMWf) handler if it changes during the PMWf 
operating time. 

setScheduler Sets the task scheduler to assign admin tasks to users stored in 

the employed users’ management system handler if it changes 

during the PMWf operating time. 

5.5 Extending and Customising the PMWf 

The PMWf was designed and implemented in a way to preserve high levels of flexibility for future extension or 

customisation. These extensions can be done at different levels like the serialisation and parsing of PMWf 

definitions, persistence mechanisms, the rule runner engine, and the ability to extend the existing set of 
predicates. 

5.5.1 PMWf Parsers 

The default format of serialisation for PMWf definitions is the use of standard XML notations. This notation is 

referred to as the PMP-XML (Policy Making Process-XML) where XML instances of PMP can be validated 

against the XSD schema available at: http://www.ubipol.eu/xml/schemas/pmpSchemas.xsd 

The use of standard XML to represent PMPs enables the development of different tools and applications to 

represent policy making processes to be used and enacted by the PMWf components. However, XML is not 

thought to be the only serialisation mechanism to marshal and un-marshal policy processes as different notation 

languages can be used, such as JSON. Similar to the default event-based XML parser embedded in the PMWf 
component, other parsers (for XML or any other notation language) can be implemented to extend the default 

parser of the PMWf. In order to provide an additional parser, a class implementing the 

eu.ubipol.pmwf.parser.PMPParser is required. To employ the newly created parser, an instance of the 

implemented class should be passed to the PMWfManagerFactory when first deploying the PMWf component. 

http://www.ubipol.eu/xml/schemas/pmpSchemas.xsd
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5.5.2 PMWf Persistence 

As previously mentioned, PMWf heavily depends on objects’ persistence in order to fulfil its functionalities. To 

achieve this, the PMWf uses JPA2 to interact with the data source. That is, the PMWf model entities are mapped 

to tables in a relational database which is queried through JPQL and makes limited use of native SQL queries. 

By default, the PMWf uses EclipseLink as a JPA2 implementation but is not limited to it and may also consider 

plain JDBC for the interaction between the PMWf and its data source given the necessary persistence 

requirements are fulfilled. 

The PMWf contains the eu.ubipol.pmwf.persistence package where all persistence interfaces and entity access 

classes are defined to be directly used or extended should another form of persistence is used instead of 
relational databases. It is worth noting that persistence should be carefully handled as singleton persistence 

services are highly recommended to manage transactions and to prevent inconsistencies, notably under high 

workload. 

5.5.3 Rule Runner engine and Predicates Implementations 

A main feature of the PMWf is it being rule based to control the flow of events and tasks along an enacted 

workflow instance. Rules in the PMWf are mainly classified into role resolution rules, transition rules, and task 

completion rules. 

Role resolution rules make use of predicates to assign admin tasks to different roles within the policy making 

organisation and also to limit the target audience of a given opinion tag like, for instance, limiting an opinion tag 
to be addressed only for adult residents in a given area. These rules and predicates are defined during the PMWf 

schema design and are resolved by the users’ management system used by the PMWf. For cases where high 

levels of privacy are required, these predicates are resolved on a different system ensuring total anonymity and 

turn backtracking of users impossible. Such predicates may be defined by defining a new class implementing the 

eu.pmwf.predicate.BasePredicate interface and to be deployed where such rules are resolved. 

The second type of rules is those controlling the flow of activity along the workflow. These rules decide upon 

triggering a given transition between a completed source task and the destination task, which is activated only if 

the transition fires. Such rules are made up of predicates that mainly check the completion conditions of the 

previous task. Therefore, predicates making up transition rules must be provided with information about the 

previous task completion as well as other necessary information in the shape of input parameters. These rules are 

evaluated by the PMWf core rule runner upon the completion of a task and before triggering its outgoing 
transitions. 

The last type of rules managed by the PMWf is the task completion rules. These rules decide upon the 

completion of a given task once activated. When a given task is activated, the PMWf core rule runner loads and 

setups its completion rules and starts monitoring for completion. These rules apply for admin tasks as well as for 

opinion tasks and are made up of two main types of predicates: event-based and time-based predicates. Similar 

to transition rules’ predicates, event-based predicates complete upon the satisfaction of a given event as soon as 

it happens regardless of time, for instance, the completion of an opinion task which is ruled to be completed 

upon the collection of 500 votes. Time-based predicates on the other hand depend on time for completion 

regardless of the events, for instance, an opinion task is marked to be completed after 30 days of activation. 

Predicates of different types are extended the same way by providing a class implementing the 

eu.ubipol.pmwf.predicate.BasePredicate interface which has two main methods to be implemented: setup and 

evaluate. While the first method should provide the logic of setting up the predicate (e.g. initiate counters or 
starting timers), the evaluate method is mainly used by event-based predicate implementations to evaluate the 

predicate upon the occurrence of the concerned event. 

For more information regarding the usage and/or extension of the PMWf basic functionalities described in this 

deliverable, developers are advised to refer to the PMWf javadoc, other deliverables, and code examples. 
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5.6 PMWf Engine Test Plan 

The PMWf went through different test phases to validate its correctness and address explored bugs. These phases 

are: checking code syntax, unit testing, integration tests, and running tests. These tests are done separately and 

follow the same time sequence as presented here. 

The first step of testing is done during development where the code syntax is checked to ensure it compiles with 

no errors. Usually, this test is carried on in real time during development by the IDE. For the case of the PMWf, 
it was fully developed in Eclipse [3], which embeds a high quality syntax checking mechanism with auto-

completion. 

The second phase consists of testing the behaviour of the compiled code and checks whether it actually does 

what it is expected to do. This type of test is very important and needs to be carefully designed in order to 

discover bugs in early stages. Typically, it is good practice to run such tests following the implementation of a 

given functionality with multiple simple data values that is easy to track. Different ways are available to conduct 

this type of test; using print commands (or logging) at specific locations in the code is a way to output some 

predefined statements on the default output (e.g. console or files) confirming a certain sequence of thread 

execution. A better and more appropriate method is to use testing frameworks such as Junit [5]. JUnit allows 

developers to create test cases and runs them as a sequence of independent tests reporting the outcome of 

execution in the shape of a detailed report. The PMWf engine makes use of JUnit to test the main functionalities 

it proposes through its public interfaces; that is, almost every method is being tested accordingly with some 
simple input data. The input data in that case consists of two basic policy making processes that are gradually 

modified to contain more implemented concepts (e.g. adding a time based predicate to a task completion rule to 

test if timers work as intended). The output is checked in three ways: 

 Through the JUnit test execution report. 

 Through the output statements printed on the console 

 Through checking values committed to the database, where two database vendors are used (MySQL [7] 

and Apache Derby [1]). 

Figure 8 represents how the PMWf engine units are tested. 
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Figure 8 - PMWf engine unit test plan. 

When all unit tests belonging to the PMWf engine pass successfully, the code is committed to the UbiPOL code 

repository where a continuous integration system (Jenkins) integrates the committed code with the existing 

modules and runs another set of test cases. Should any integration problem occurs, a notification is broadcasted 

on developers’ mailing list. This represents the main process of integration tests of the new PMWf engine code 

when integrating with other modules, notably UbiPOL domain model module. 

Lastly, running tests consists of running more sophisticated policy making processes on a Quality Assurance 

(QA) instance of UbiPOL mimicking a real instance deployed on a production server. This phase doesn’t only 

cover a certain module but also ensures the behaviour of the system as a whole. Issues such as stress tests and 

system stability are all examined during this phase. Logs are extensively used in this type of tests as well as test 
users’ comments and feedback. It is worth mentioning here that the PMWf engine is developed in a MS-

Windows environment while the QA and production instances are running on Linux-based servers with a 

PostgreSQL [9] database, which ensures the flexibility of the PMWf engine and ensures its cross-platform 

feature and database vendor independence. 
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6 Opinion Mining Engine 

We proposed an automatic tool which provides aspect related rating for comments. The tool has NLP, Ontology, 

Aspect Polarity Association and Summary Generation modules. NLP module that produces semantic 

dependency trees, an ontology module that separates domain knowledge from operational knowledge and stores 
aspect related key words; an polarity placement module that handles polarity analysis, shows aspect polarity 

association, determines the sentiment orientation (positive or negative), and aggregates the sentiment scores; and 

a summary generation module that produces a sentiment report as the final product. Briefly, with given 

keywords and opinion words, our tool provides aspect related ratings for given comments. The following figure 

shows the processing units of our tool. 

 

Figure 9 - Processing units of opinion mining engine. 

6.1 Package Descriptions 

Java Package Description 

eu.ubipol.opinionmining.database_engine Handles communication with database to get 

information about domains. 

eu.ubipol.opinionmining.nlp_engine The core package which calculates scores of 

comments. 

eu.ubipol.opinionmining.opinionmining Includes interfaces for UBIPOL. 

eu.ubipol.opinionmining.owl_engine Reads and writes owl files. 

eu.ubipol.opinionmining.polarity_analyzer Contains implementation of interfaces which are 

in opinionmining package. 

eu.ubipol.opinionmining.stem_engine Stemmer class to get roots of words. 
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6.2 Workflow of Our Tool 

The core package of our tool is nlp_engine package. It includes main classes of our process. Firstly an instance 

of Paragraph class must be created like this way: 

 Paragraph p = new Paragraph(“comment text”, new 
DatabaseConnector(“connection string of database”), domainIdAsLong); 

Paragraph class splits comment into sentences with Stanford NLP and creates instances of Sentence class for 

each sentence.   

Sentence class contains methods to handle each sentence. It splits sentences into tokens and creates instances of 

Token class for each token. With these tokens, a tree is generated with the dependency information. Dependency 

information provides information about token dependencies, which token is connected with another token with 

which dependency. This dependency information is taken from Stanford NLP as a dependency tree. There are 

more than 40 dependency types but we used 15 of them that are suitable for scoring. These dependency types are 
enumerated in the following section. 

For each token we try to get a score and aspect from database. If a word is a keyword of an aspect, it has positive 

aspect id; if not, it has -1 value as aspect id. And for scores, if a word has a score in database, it gets that score; 

but if it has not a score value in database, its score is specified as 0. To query database for score and aspect, the 

root of the words are used. For this purpose (using roots of words), stem_engine package is used.  

The Stem_engine package includes 3 different morphological analyzer to increase the confidence level for 

stemmed words. This is because some morphological analyzers give unrelated results for some words.  

After getting scores and aspects of tokens, our tool starts to transfer scores of words in an appropriate way. If a 

word is a keyword, its score is added to score list of root token. If it is not, the tool looks its dependency type 

with its parent. If it has a dependency which is in above dependency types, we calculate score with different 

scoring functions for different dependency types. By transferring scores to parent, all scores are gathered onto 
root token. So, by getting the score list of the root token, we can get the score list of the whole sentence. And by 

getting the score list of all sentences of a paragraph, we can get the score list of that paragraph. 

6.3 Dependency Types 

In the sub-sections below we enumerate the 15 dependency types of the Stanford NLP that are used by the 

engine. 

6.3.1 acomp – Adjectival Complement 

An adjectival complement of a verb is an adjectival phrase which methods as the complement (like an object of 

the verb). 

 Ex: She looks very beautiful  acomp(looks, beautiful) 

6.3.2 advmod – Adverbial Modifier 

An adverbial modifier of a word is a (non-clausal) adverb or adverbial phrase (ADVP) that serves to modify the 

meaning of the word. 

 Ex: Genetically modified food  advmod(modified, genetically) 

 less often    advmod(often, less) 
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6.3.3 amod – Adjectival Modifier 

An adjectival modifier of an NP is any adjectival phrase that serves to modify the meaning of the NP. 

 Ex: Sam eats red meat   amod(meat, red) 

6.3.4 appos – Appositional Modifier 

An appositional modifier of an NP is an NP immediately to the right of the first NP that serves to define or 

modify that NP. It includes parenthesized examples. 

 Ex: Sam, my brother   appos(Sam, brother) 

 Ex: Bill (John's cousin)  appos(Bill, cousin) 

6.3.5 csubj – Clausal Subject 

A clausal subject is a clausal syntactic subject of a clause, i.e., the subject is itself a clause. The governor of this 

relation might not always be a verb: when the verb is a copular verb, the root of the clause is the complement of 

the copular verb. In the two following examples, “what she said" is the subject. 

 Ex: What she said makes sense csubj (makes, said) 

 Ex: What she said is not true  csubj (true, said) 

6.3.6 csubjpass – Clausal Passive Subject 

A clausal passive subject is a clausal syntactic subject of a passive clause. In the example below, “that she lied" 

is the subject. 

 Ex: That she lied was suspected by everyone  csubjpass(suspected, lied) 

6.3.7 dobj – Direct Object 

The direct object of a VP is the noun phrase which is the (accusative) object of the verb. 

 Ex: She gave me a raise  dobj (gave, raise) 

 Ex: They win the lottery  dobj (win, lottery) 

6.3.8 neg – Negation Modifier 

The negation modifier is the relation between a negation word and the word it modifies. 

 Ex: Bill is not a scientist  neg(scientist, not) 

 Ex: Bill doesn't drive   neg(drive, n't) 

6.3.9 npadvmod – Noun Phrase as Adverbial Modifier 

This relation captures various places where something syntactically a noun phrase (NP) is used as an adverbial 
modifier in a sentence. These usages include: (i) a measure phrase, which is the relation between the head of an 

ADJP/ADVP/PP and the head of a measure phrase modifying the ADJP/ADVP; (ii) noun phrases giving an 

extent inside a VP which are not objects; (iii) financial constructions involving an adverbial or PP-like NP, 

notably the following construction $5 a share, where the second NP means “per share"; (iv) floating reexives; 
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and (v) certain other absolutive NP constructions. A temporal modifier (tmod) is a subclass of npadvmod which 

is distinguished as a separate relation. 

 Ex: The director is 65 years old  npadvmod(old, years) 

 Ex: 6 feet long    npadvmod(long, feet) 

 Ex: Shares eased a fraction   npadvmod(eased, fraction) 

 Ex: IBM earned $ 5 a share   npadvmod($, share) 

 Ex: The silence is itself significant  npadvmod(signi_cant, itself) 

 Ex: 90% of Australians like him, the most of any country  npadvmod(like, most) 

6.3.10 nsubj – Nominal Subject 

A nominal subject is a noun phrase which is the syntactic subject of a clause. The governor of this relation might 

not always be a verb: when the verb is a copular verb, the root of the clause is the complement of the copular 

verb, which can be an adjective or noun. 

 Ex: Clinton defeated Dole   nsubj (defeated, Clinton) 

 Ex: The baby is cute    nsubj (cute, baby) 

6.3.11 nsubjpass – Passive Nominal Subject 

A passive nominal subject is a noun phrase which is the syntactic subject of a passive clause. 

 Ex: Dole was defeated by Clinton  nsubjpass(defeated, Dole) 

6.3.12 partmod – Participial Modifier 

A participial modifier of an NP or VP or sentence is a participial verb form that serves to modify the meaning of 

a noun phrase or sentence. 

 Ex: Truffles picked during the spring are tasty   partmod(truffles, picked) 

 Ex: Bill tried to shoot demonstrating his incompetence  partmod(shoot, demonstrating) 

6.3.13 rcmod – Relative Clause Modifier 

A relative clause modifier of an NP is a relative clause modifying the NP. The relation points from the head noun 

of the NP to the head of the relative clause, normally a verb. 

 Ex: I saw the man you love    rcmod(man, love) 

 Ex: I saw the book which you bought   rcmod(book,bought) 

6.3.14 rel – Relative 

A relative of a relative clause is the head word of the WH-phrase introducing it. This analysis is used only for 

relative words which are not the subject of the relative clause. Relative words which act as the subject of a 

relative clause are analyzed as a nsubj. 

 Ex: I saw the man whose wife you love   rel (love, wife) 
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6.3.15 xcomp – Open Clausal Complement 

An open clausal complement (xcomp) of a VP or an ADJP is a clausal complement without its own subject, 

whose reference is determined by an external subject. These complements are always non-finite. The name 

xcomp is borrowed from Lexical-Functional Grammar. 

 Ex: He says that you like to swim  xcomp(like, swim) 

 Ex: I am ready to leave    xcomp(ready, leave) 

6.4 Generating Domain into Database from OWL File 

Our engine can work with different types of data sources like databases, owl files, xml files etc. Due to 

efficiency issues, we implemented database connectors to handle domain information in databases, because 

reading data from owl file takes longer time.  

As said before, our tool database as data source to query for aspect and score. But owl files can be transferred 

into the system. For this purpose, a method is given which is in TransferOwlToDatabase class in 

polarity_analyzer package. The signature of that method is like following: 

 TransfreOwlFileToDatabase(“owlFilePath”, “connectionStringofDatabase”, 
      domainIdAsLong, “domainName”) 

6.5 Owl File Structure 

To generate a domain onto database, an owl file can be used as an input. For this purpose, this owl file must fit 

into some rules about structure of file.  

 

Figure 10 - OWL editor. 

The root of the owl file must be in the following format: Domain_LBH (LBH is the domain name which will be 

stored in database). 

Domain_LBH entity must have two children as Aspects and Polarities. 

Under Aspects entity, there must be aspect/feature names as Aspect_cleanliness (Cleanliness is the aspect 

name). 
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Under Aspect_aspectName entity, there will be many entities which are keywords for that aspect in the form like 

following: Kyw_lot (lot is the keyword). 

Under Polarities entry, polarity words are stored. There will be 4 different entities which are Adjectives, 

Adverbs, Nouns, Verbs under Polarities entry. 

Polarity words has a score value and this score value is stored on an individual which is in the form like 

following: Adj_best (best is the polarity word and it is under Adjectives entity). 

 

Figure 11 - OWL editor. 

On the Adj_best individual, a score value must be written on an assertion with name Value. It is a double value 

assertion. 

6.6 Method Descriptions 

Most of the classes in packages is package protected or private. The only classes which are public are in 

Paragraph class in nlp_engine package. These are: 

 Paragraph(String text, DatabaseConnector adp, long domainId): Constructor for paragraph class 

 Map<Long, Float> GetScoreMap(): Returns a map object which contains aspect-score pairs. 

 Map<Long, Integer> GetWeightMap(): Returns a map object which contains aspect-weight pairs. 

6.7 Opinion Mining Engine Test Plan 

Sabanci University will perform two sets of tests on opinion mining engine as the developer and designer of this 

module. First set of tests will be on the stability and integrity of the opinion mining engine. The second set of 

tests will be performed to evaluate the quality of the opinion mining results.  

As for the first set of tests in order to provide safe and sound API to Ubipol parties, tests that are detailed below 

will be performed. 
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6.7.1 Unit Testing of the Opinion Mining Engine 

Testing of individual software components or modules or in java terms classes and methods. The goal of unit 

testing is to isolate each part of the program and show that the individual parts are working correctly. To do unit 

testing JUnit framework will be used as it's the most widely used testing framework in java community. Sabanci 

university has already provided and tested some parts of it's API, and will continue to provide more tests in order 

to meet the appropriate code coverage percentage defined by the UbiPOL partners.  

6.7.2 Load Testing of the Opinion Mining Engine 

The purpose is to do performance testing to check system behavior under load. As UbiPOL is a web application, 

and web sites tends to have different loads on different days and different hours of a day, a range of loads will be 

tried and find out at what point the system's response time degrades or fails. This very important even when the 

system did not fail, opinion mining engine should not create queues that can not be consumed in a reasonable 

time. 

6.7.3 Stress Testing of the Opinion Mining Engine 

In order to perform this test, system will be a stressed beyond its specifications to check how and when it fails. 

This will be done by sending continues requests to the opinion mining engine. 

Second sets of test on opinion mining engine will be done on algorithm in order to determine how good the 

mining engine algorithm works which are detailed below: 

6.7.4 Accuracy of the Opinion Mining Results 

Opinion mining engine results depend on a few components which are the Domain Ontology, the NLP tool for 

extracting the dependencies, and the polarity scoring. Machine learning techniques are used with various scoring 

algorithms that will be tested. As a precursor for testing, we are going to build a benchmark data set from the 

collected data during the test trials. The benchmark will be created by us, through explicit labeling and scoring of 

the test data. The results of the opinion mining engine will be based on the human labeled data as the ground 

truth. With the benchmark data set, we are expecting more than 80% accuracy in terms of the polarity results. 
We are also going to check with the end users for their expectation of the opinion mining engine results and the 

difference from the expectations and the actual results will be another measure for us to evaluate the success of 

the opinion mining engine. 

 Precision: In the field of information retrieval, precision is the fraction of retrieved documents that are 

relevant to the search: How many of the entities your application found were correct? Sometimes 

precision is called accuracy 

 Recall: In information retrieval is the fraction of the documents that are relevant to the query that are 

successfully retrieved. How many of the entities that exist did your application find? Sometimes recall 

is called coverage 

 F measure: It combines precision and recall into one measure, it is the harmonic mean of precision and 

recall. 
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7 Front end web services (fews) 

7.1 Purposes/Goals  

This module is intended to generate responses for requests coming from the mobile application. It is a SOAP 

based web service module. The reason for prefering SOAP over RESTful web services is the high 

interoperability with all types of mobile operating systems.  

For the time of being, there are five distinct web services. The following is a list of web services which are 

contained by the module and what they fulfill:  

Name Description 

Authentication 

Service 

It is used to validate users’ credentials against the data in database as well as to acquire 

and release session tokens. 

User Profile 

Management Service 

The main concern of this service is to enable users to change their private information 

Retrieval Service It is the biggest web service among all with over more than 25 methods. It replies to all 

issue(regardless of whether it is policy or reported) related requests, such as adding, 

deleting, updating issues as well as comments to them. 

Notification Service As its name suggests, it notifies users of issues in accordance with where they are and 
which filters are on. Users must subscribe to this service before they may receive 

notifications. 

Tracking Service Its responsibility is to send the latest status of policy issues which users are interested in. 

Here status means at what stage of policy process the issue of interest is. 

Table 1 - Web Services in the “fews” Module 

One of the main achievement is to enable future developers for adding a new web method to existing web 

service and/or a brand new web service. Therefore, a configuration management system is plugged in and J2EE 

does the rest. 

7.2 Main Structure of the “fews” Module 

A much more detailed technical document could be found in D4.2 delivery document.  

This module completely complies with JAX-RS 2.x, JAXB 2.x and SOAP 1.1. There is nothing special about it 

except the configuration management and a simple interceptor for dispatching requests to security module. The 

following diagram depicts data flow throughout the whole system whenever a request is made from the mobile 

application. 
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Figure 12- Request Processing Life-Cycle 

As for package structure; there are core, config and two additional packages for each web service. 

1. Core: It spans abstract service(which is the parent of all concrete web services), an interceptor for 

security check and a class which is composed of several constants used accross all web services. 

2. Config: It is composed of XML event parsers that parse the “fews” configuration file. 

3. xxxService : Each concrete service implementation, its service endpoint interface and some helper 

classes are contained in these packages. 

4. xxxService.dtos : These subpackages include all data transfer objects(dtos) which are transferred back 

and forth between clients and server instances. 

So far the configuration management has been mentioned for several times; however its details are below. 

Why We Need Configuration? 

After the dissemination of the UbiPOL API among the developers all around the world, they do not have to 

worry about the followings:  

 How to easily change the tag of a web service without touching any piece of code,  
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 Which concrete implementation(s) of facade(s) should be injected to a specific web service,  

 Which method within any service should be secure or not, 

  How to easily configure the log-level of each individual service. 

 Adding/Modifying an attribute visible to all web services. 

All these reasons led the UbiPOL development team to a configuration management system for the “fews” 

module and its other future siblings. The reasons given above may be expanded in the future. If that ever be the 

case, then it will cause to update the XML Schema of the configuration system as well as xml parsers and their 

single xml parsing context to meet the requirements of the siblings of  the “fews” module developed by other 

API consumers. 

The Structure of The “fews” Configuration XML File 

In this part, how the problems that were mentioned in the 1st sub-part of the 3rd main part was overcome will be 
explained in more detail. Each item discussed in the previous sub-section has a corresponding element or 

attribute in the configuration file. Let’s take a closer look to a snapshot of the configuration file instance. 

A Sample Instance Of The Configuration File 

<tns:businesses> 
    <tns:business tns:name="eu.ubipol.fews.authService.SessionLogic"> 
      <tns:logic>java:global/ubipolapps-1.0-SNAPSHOT/ejblib-1.0- 
SNAPSHOT/FeSessionFacadeBean 
                       !eu.ubipol.domain.auth.SessionFacade</tns:logic> 
    </tns:business> 
</tns:businesses> 
 
 
<tns:services> 
    <tns:service tns:tag="UPMService" 
      tns:clazz="eu.ubipol.fews.upmService.UPMServiceSIB"  
      tns:severityL="DEBUG"> 
      <tns:method tns:name="findPersonalData" tns:isSecure="true"/> 
      <tns:method tns:name="editPersonalData" tns:isSecure="true"/> 
      <tns:method tns:name="findPrivacyData" tns:isSecure="true"/> 
      <tns:method tns:name="editPrivacyData" tns:isSecure="true"/> 
      <tns:method tns:name="editUserAccount" tns:isSecure="true"/> 
      <tns:method tns:name="createUserAccount" tns:isSecure="true"/> 
    </tns:service> 
</tns:services> 

Some important elements to be noted go as follow (tns is the prefix for the xml schema namespace):  

 service element: It corresponds to an individual web service in the “fews” module. It has an attribute 

called “tag” that is used to identify a service uniquely. Its basic usage is to distinguish a service when a 

log message is recorded by the web application server. Another important attribute is “severityLevel” 

which is used to switch between log-levels. 

 method element: It corresponds to a method in the specified web service. Its “isSecure” attribute defines 

whether the Authentication Interceptor will validate the session token or not. Since there isn’t a single 

method possessed by a service, it is declared more than once in a service. 

 business element: Each of this element determines which implementation of any façade will be used 

within the services. 

 logic element: It defines the global binding name of that façade implementation. It appears once as a 
child of each business element. 

XML Schema (rules of this xml file instance) is located under the folder “resources/schemas/” and called as 

“ubiPOLServices.xsd”. 
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7.3 Public API Exposed By the “fews” Module 

This module exposes five services with several methods. The following table shows methods in each service. 

Any method signature here is listed could be found in its corresponding service endpoint interface. 

  

Authentication Service -public String requestServiceToken( String userName,        

String password) 

-public void releaseServiceToken(String 

sessionToken) 

Notification Service -public void createFilter(String sessionToken, int 

policyDomainId, String issueType, String filterName, 

String keyWords, int notificationRadius, int 

subscriberThreshold, boolean status) 

-public void deleteFilter(String sessionToken, long 

filterId) 

-public void deleteFilters(String sessionToken, long[] 

filtersIds) 

-public void 

deletePendingNotifiedIssueForUser(String 

sessionToken, long issueId) 

-public void 

deletePendingNotifiedIssuesForUser(String 

sessionToken, long[] issuesIds) 

-public void editFilter(String sessionToken, long 
filterId, int policyDomainId, String issueType, String 

filterName, String keyWords, int notificationRadius, int 

subscriberThreshold, boolean status) 

-public NotificationDate[] 

findDatesWithNotifiedIssuesForUser(String 

sessionToken, boolean fetchPending) 

-public Filter[] findFiltersForUser(String sessionToken)  

 

-public Issue[] 

findNotifiedIssuesForUserOnDate(String 

sessionToken, String date, boolean fetchPending, int 

defaultIssueImageThumbnailWith, int 
defaultIssueImageThumbnailHeight) 

-public int notify(String sessionToken, double 

userLatitude, double userLongitude) 

-public void subscribeToNotification(String 
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sessionToken) 

-public void unsubscribeFromNotification(String 

sessionToken) 

RetrievalService -public void addPictureForIssue(String sessionToken, 

long issueId, String pictureName, String 

base64EncodedStringImage) 

-public void addReportedIssue(String sessionToken, 

double latitude, double longitude, int policyDomainId, 

String shortDescription, String longDescription, String 

base64EncodedStringImage) 

-public void 

addUserCommentForReportedIssue(String 

sessionToken, long issueId, String commentText)  

-public int countCommentsForReportedIssues(String 

sessionToken, long issueId) 

-public int countIssuesByKeywords(String 

sessionToken, String keyWords)  

-public int countReportedIssuesForUser(String 

sessionToken)  

-public int countSubscribedIssuesForUser(String 

sessionToken)  

-public int countThumbnailsForIssue(String 

sessionToken, long issueId) 

-public Comment[] 
findCommentsForReportedIssues(String 

sessionToken, long issueId, int startIndex, int count)  

-public String findDefaultPictureForIssue(String 

sessionToken, long issueId, int pictureWidth, int 

pictureHeight)  

-public Issue[] findIssuesForMarker(String 

sessionToken, double clusterLatitude, double 

clusterLongitude, int zoomLevel, int clusterSize, int 

startIndex, int count, int 

defaultIssueImageThumbnailWith, int 

defaultIssueImageThumbnailHeight)  

-public Marker[] findMarkersInRegion(String 
sessionToken, double deviceScreenULCLat, double 

deviceScreenULCLong, double deviceScreenLRCLat, 

double deviceScreenLRCLong, int zoomLevel, int 

clusterSize)  

-public Picture findPictureForIssue(String 

sessionToken, long pictureId, int pictureWidth, int 

pictureHeight)  
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-public PolicyDomain[] findPolicyDomains(String 

sessionToken)  

-public PredefinedAnswer[] 

findPredefinedAnswersForQuestionnaire(String 

sessionToken, long questionnaireId)  

-public Questionnaire[] 

findQuestionnairesForPolicyIssue(String 

sessionToken, long issueId)  

-public Question[] 

findQuestionsForQuestionnaire(String sessionToken, 

long questionnaireId)  

-public Issue[] findReportedIssuesForUser(String 

sessionToken, int startIndex, int count, int 

defaultIssueImageThumbnailWith, int 

defaultIssueImageThumbnailHeight)  

-public Issue[] findSubscribedIssuesForUser(String 

sessionToken, int startIndex, int count, int 

defaultIssueImageThumbnailWith, int 

defaultIssueImageThumbnailHeight)  

-public Picture[] findThumbnailsForIssue(String 

sessionToken, long issueId, int startIndex, int count, int 

thumbnailWidth, int thumbnailHeight)  

-public UserAnswer[] 

findUserAnswersForQuestionnaire(String 

sessionToken, long questionnaireId)  

- public Issue[] searchForIssuesByKeywords(String 

sessionToken, String keyWords, int startIndex, int 

count, int defaultIssueImageThumbnailWith, int 

defaultIssueImageThumbnailHeight)  

- public void submitAnswersForQuestionnaire(String 

sessionToken, UserAnswer[] userAnswers)  

Tracking Service -public Workflow findWorkflowForIssue(long 

issueId)  

User Profile Management Service -public PersonalData findPersonalData(String 
sessionToken)  

- public void editPersonalData(String sessionToken, 

String firstName, String lastName, int age, String 

address, String city, String country, String email, String 

phone)  

- public PrivacyData findPrivacyData(String 

sessionToken)  
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- public void editPrivacyData(String sessionToken, 

boolean discloseFirstName, boolean discloseLastName, 

boolean discloseAge, boolean discloseAddress, boolean 

discloseCity, boolean discloseCountry, boolean 

discloseEmail, boolean disclosePhone)  

- public void changePassword(String sessionToken, 

String newPassword, String oldPassword)  

- public void createUserAccount(String userName, 

String password)  
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8 Security module 

8.1 Aspects of Security for e-Voting Solutions 

E-Voting solutions have to consider certain voting specific qualities since voting’s in the context of policy 

making processes can have great political influence. Most important aspects to consider are: 

 Anonymity. 

 Privacy. 

 Abuse Prevention (e.g. double voting). 

To guarantee freedom of opinion and protect citizens from consequences when participating in a voting 

anonymity and privacy are most important. 

The security architecture of an e-Voting system should support or even enforce these qualities in a structural 

way. 

 

Figure 13 - General case entities. 

8.2 The UbiPOL Security Architecture 

8.2.1 Overview 

The UbiPOL security architecture considers two different cases. The general case covers all services where basic 

authentication is required and the users have to provide certain attributes. In this case the security architecture 

does consist of only three entities: Identity Provider (IdP), Client and the UbiPOL platform as can be seen in 

Figure 14. Additionally there is the certification authority in which both IdP and UbiPOL trust. Also IdP and 

UbiPOL are equipped with a certificate signed by the certification authority which allows each of these instances 
to prove that it is trustful. 
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Figure 14 - Anonymous voting entities. 

The second case is the special case of an anonymous voting. This case has more requirements to ensure 

anonymity, privacy and abuse protection. Therefore there is one more entity or one could also say that the 

UbiPOL instance is split into two different entities: Processing Server and Ticket Server. See the “Anonymous 

Voting Entities” image to get an overview of this case. 

The whole communication in this architecture goes through the client. There is no direct communication 

between IdP and the UbiPOL entity/entities. Therefore this kind of architecture is called “user centric”. 

Nevertheless IdP and UbiPOL can verify that all data is not corrupted or changed by the user using signatures 

and encryption. This is achieved by establishing a trust domain with certificates signed by a trusted authority as 

already mentioned. 

8.2.2 Technologies 

All entities in the UbiPOL security architecture are SOAP web service endpoints using the WS-Security 

standard. For transporting authentication data the “Security Assertion Markup Language” (SAML) is used. 

A public key infrastructure using X509 certificates is used to allow the entities to verify the trustworthiness and 

integrity of data as well as to en- and decrypt it. 

8.3 UbiPOL Server Side API 

8.3.1 Service Annotation 

To make use of the UbiPOL security architecture API a service must be annotated with the provided handler 

chain which will do some pre-processing like extracting the security information from each web service call. 

 

8.3.2 Service Method Signatures 

All security information is passed in the Soap body which requires that all methods that want to use some 

security feature have to conform to a certain method signature. Such a method has to have a Security 
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(eu.ubipol.securitymanager.datamodel.wssecurity.Security) parameter and the response also must 

contain a security object. Hence it is necessary to wrap all responses with an object that contains the security 

object and the actual response. On the image below you can see these described characteristics for a “getFile” 

method. 

 

The “ByteArrayWrapper” class consists of only two fields “response” and “security” and their getter and setter 

methods. This class has to be created manually fitting your response type, respectively. See the image below for 

the “ByteArrayWrapper” class example. It is not necessary to set the security field. Due to the annotation 

arguments an Xmlpr security tag will be created automatically every time the wrapper is serialized although the 

security field is null. 

Note that it is important that the security field is annotated as shown below. If the wrapper class does not comply 

with this convention the handler chain will not work properly. 

 

8.3.3 Security Manager 

The security manager (eu.ubipol.securitymanager.security.SecurityManager) is the main entry point for 

using any security features. A security manager is created by providing the web service context 
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(javax.xml.ws.WebServiceContext). The security manager can be used to check if a user is 

authenticated, get attributes provided by the user, verify that all necessary attributes are provided and more. 

Below is an example for the use of the security manager. The security manager is created as described and 

afterwards the example shows how to check if the user authenticated. In the case that the user is not 

authenticated the security manager can be used to create an exception that informs the user about the missing 
authentication as you can also see in the example below. 

For the “getFile” method we also need a unique user id. So we test if the user provided this attribute using the 

“hasAttribute” method of the security manager. When the user did not provide this attribute we will throw a 

“MissingAttributeException” again. For convenience the security manager's “buildRequiredAttribtuesRequest” 

method can be used passing all attributes that you want the user to supply. 

Now we have made sure that all requirements are fulfilled by the user and we can get the actual value for the 

attribute we need. 

 

8.3.4 MissingAttributesException 

The “MissingAttributeException” is a web fault that is used to inform the user about any missing attributes 

including authentication. The error message consists of a comma separated list of all attributes that are missing. 

See the examples above to understand how the exception can be created using the security manager. See 

“MissingAttributesException” in the “Client Side” section to find an example for this exception. 

8.4 Client Side 

8.4.1 MissingAttributesException 

The “MissingAttributeException” is a web fault that is used to inform the user about any missing attributes 

including authentication. The error message consists of a comma separated list of all attributes that are missing 

(see example below with missing attributes “age” and “city”). 
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8.4.2 Security Object 

Because we do not want to make use of the SOAP header for transporting security information, as it is usually 

done, we introduced the “Security” object which has to be provided to any method that makes use of a security 
feature. Because this object is just another argument of the method it is transported in the SOAP body then. 

The “Security” object has to be used to authenticate a user with username and password at the identity provider 

and also can be used to provide assertions about a user to a certain method. Furthermore the “Security” object 

might carry a “SecurityContextToken” which allows the user to remain authenticated for one session so he does 

not need to provide his credentials every time. 

Certificates can be transported using the “Security Object” as well. 

For an example use of the “Security Object” refer to the “Identity Provider” section. 

8.4.3 Session Maintenance 

All security related information is transported in the SOAP body. The session ID is stored in the security object 
as already mentioned and never changes for one session. For further Web Service calls which require already 

provided attributes, it is sufficient to pass the session id in the same way. Note that there may exist further 

security attributes besides the session ID (“SecurityContextToken”) like X509-Certificates, “UsernameToken”s 

and SAML-Assertions. 

 

8.5 Identity Provider 

8.5.1 Querying Attributes 

Our identity provider offers the possibility to query attributes of a user/subject using a Web Service. The 

authorization decision bases on our core assumption that only the user is allowed to query his attributes. 

As you can see in the following example a user “test” is asking for the attribute “age”. Therefore he provides his 

credentials for authentication (username “test” and password”test”) in the “UsernameToken”. Our protocol 

implies for valid claims that the user has been authenticated within the security perimeter. 
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If the user passed an X509-Certificate (BinarySecurityToken) within the “Security Object” this will be used to 

encrypt the result of this query.  Note that only certificates are regarded as trusted if they are signed by a trusted 

Certification Authority (which is defined in the IdP's key store). 

Query example: 

 

Output: 

 test has age: 33 

Query SOAP Message: 

<?xml version="1.0" ?> 

<S:Envelope xmlns:S="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/> 

 <S:Body> 

 <ns6:query xmlns:ns2="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-secureconversation/200512"  

  xmlns:ns3="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-wssecurity-utility-

1.0.xsd"  xmlns:ns4="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:assertion" 

xmlns:ns5="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#"  xmlns:ns6="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:protocol" 

xmlns:ns7="http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#"  xmlns:ns8="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-

200401-wss-wssecurity-secext-1.0.xsd"  xmlns:ns9="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/200512"> 
 <ns6:AttributeQuery> 

 <ns4:Subject> 

 <ns4:NameID>test</ns4:NameID> 

 </ns4:Subject> 

 <ns4:Attribute Name="age"/> 

 </ns6:AttributeQuery> 

 <ns8:Security> 

 <ns8:UsernameToken> 
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  <ns8:Username>test</ns8:Username> 

  <ns8:Password Type="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-username-

   token-profile-1.0#PasswordText">test</ns8:Password> 
 </ns8:UsernameToken> 

 <ns7:ReferenceList xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:nil="true"/> 

 </ns8:Security> 

 </ns6:query> 

 </S:Body> 

</S:Envelope> 

8.5.2 Inserting Attributes 

Only the user itself is authorized to change/insert his personal attributes. Extending the above example, we can 

use the security object of the query result, so we do not need to provide our credentials again, because the object 

contains a “SecurityContextToken” which allows the identity provider to associate our request with the last 

request where we already successfully authenticated. 

Insert Example: 

 

Insert SOAP Message: 

<?xml version="1.0" ?> 

<S:Envelope xmlns:S="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"> 

 <S:Body> 

 <ns6:query xmlns:ns2="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-secureconversation/200512" 

 xmlns:ns3="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-wssecurity-utility-1.0.xsd" 

 xmlns:ns4="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:assertion" 

xmlns:ns5="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#"  xmlns:ns6="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:protocol" 

xmlns:ns7="http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#"  xmlns:ns8="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-

200401-wss-wssecurity-secext-1.0.xsd"  xmlns:ns9="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/200512"> 

 <ns6:AttributeQuery> 

 <ns4:Subject> 

  <ns4:NameID>test</ns4:NameID> 

 </ns4:Subject> 

 <ns4:Attribute Name="age"/> 

  </ns6:AttributeQuery> 

  <ns8:Security> 

 <ns8:UsernameToken> 

 <ns8:Username>test</ns8:Username> 

 <ns8:Password Type="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-

 username-token-profile-1.0#PasswordText">test</ns8:Password> 

 </ns8:UsernameToken> 

 <ns7:ReferenceList xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

 xsi:nil="true"/> 

  </ns8:Security> 

 </ns6:query> 

 </S:Body> 

</S:Envelope> 

8.6 German eID as Identity Provider 

8.6.1 The German eID Architecture 

The new German ID card includes a chip that can communicate via “Near Field Communication” (NFC). This 

chip contains the personal data of the citizen and functionalities like age verification. This data can be read out 
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using strong cryptographic mechanisms. Nowadays an increasing number of smart phones are NFC enabled. 

This makes it possible to use the German eID as identity provider in mobile scenarios. 

 

Figure 15 - German eID architecture. 

Because software running on a client is not trustful the German ID card is read out by a certain server entity 

which is called eID-Server. However, to establish a secure connection between this server and the ID card yet a 

client application is necessary. It mediates between the eID-Server and the ID card. 

This client application performs three steps to create a secure channel between the ID card and the eID-Server: 

 Password Authenticated Connection Establishment (PACE) 

 Terminal Authentication 

 Chip Authentication 

The PACE protocol establishes a secure connection between the eID-App and the ID card based on the PIN 

which is known by the citizen. 

Afterwards Terminal Authentication is performed which involves the eID-Server which provides certificates to 

prove that it is eligible to read out data from the eID card. 

In the last step (Chip Authentication) the card in turn proofs that it is no forgery which is verified by the eID-

Server. 

The Chip Authentication and Terminal Authentication together are called Extended Access Control (EAC). 

When the eID-Server successfully read out data, this data is made available to the Service Provider. 

8.6.2 eID-Server 

The task of the eID-Server is to read out the actual data from the eID card. It is specified in the technical 

guideline BSI TR-03130 and provides a web service endpoint for the communication with the eID-App. 

eID-Server and eID-App use a set of SOAP/PAOS messages which is called eCard API Framework (BSI TR-

03112). 
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8.6.3 PACE 

The PACE protocol uses a shared secret (e.g. PIN) to derive strong keys for encryption and authentication used 

for the communication with the eID card. This is achieved by using Diffie-Hellman key agreement. PACE is 

specified in BSI TR-03110. The steps performed are: 

 eID card and eID-App exchange a nonce which is chosen by the eID-Card, the nonce is encrypted using 

the shared secret 

 eID Card and eID-App compute ephemeral domain parameters based on the exchanged nonce 

 they perform a Diffie-Hellman key agreement using the ephemeral domain parameters and calculate the 
shared secret 

 both sides derive session keys for encryption and message authentication 

 they compute authentication tokens, exchange and verify them 

8.6.4 Terminal Authentication 

In Terminal Authentication the eID card verifies that the eID-Server is allowed to read out the data stored on it. 

Terminal Authentication is specified in BSI TR-03110 and involves the following steps: 

 the eID-App sends the certificate chain received from the eID-Server to the eID card 

 the eID card verifies the certificate chain and extracts the public key of the eID-Server 

 the eID-App sends the ephemeral public key of the eID-Server 

 the eID card sends a random challenge to the eID-App which forwards it to the eID-Server 

 the eID-App sends the signature received from the eID-Server of the authentication token to the eID 

card 

 the eID card verifies the signature 

8.6.5 Chip Authentication 

Chip Authentication allows the eID-Server to check the genuineness of the eID card. This protocol is also 

specified in BSI TR-03110. The following steps are performed: 

 the eID card sends it static Diffie-Hellman public key and the domain parameters to the eID-App 

 the eID-App sends the ephemeral public key of the eID-Server to the eID card 

 the eID card compares the received key and the key obtained in Terminal Authentication 

 both sides calculate a new shared secret based on the public keys and domain parameters exchanged 

 the eID card chooses a random nonce, derives session keys for encryption and message authentication, 

computes the authentication token and sends both nonce and token to the eID-App which forwards this 

data to the eID-Server 

When this protocol is finished successfully an end-to-end encryption between eID card and eID-Server is 

established. 

8.6.6 eID App Implementation 

Fraunhofer FOKUS developed a Java implementation of the protocols described above. Also an Android app has 

been developed for the use with NFC capable Android smart phones. These implementations will be made open 

source. The implementation is pure Java and uses a small set of libraries, as there are: 
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 Bouncycastle: cryptography 

 SimpleXML: XML serialization 

The implementation is structured with regard to the different protocols. Each Protocol is encapsulated in its own 

package. Besides these protocol related implementations there is the “EacStateManager” which provides easy 

state maintenance of the whole process and can be used to iterate over the different steps. The following example 

goes through each step of the protocols. In the “PRE_PACE” state the CHAT is retrieved and a new CHAT 

which was defined by the user is set. It also checks if each steps has performed successfully. 

 

Both Terminal and Chip Authentication make use of some object identifiers (OID) which are maintained in the 

corresponding classes ending on “OID”. Furthermore both protocols store information about the protocol 

version, OID and used key in their “*Info” classes. 

 

Figure 16 - Implementation structure. 

In the “cryptography” package there are mainly classes for key creation or derivation. The “Symmetric” 

interface is a general abstraction for keys or algorithm that allows encrypting and decrypting using one key. The 

“Keyderivation” class allows deriving keys from a password by providing the type of the key that should be 

derived. Because a key is always derived from some key material and keys with different encryption algorithms 

use different ways of deriving the key from this material the “Key” class was introduced to abstract from the 

underlying specialized keys. 

To extend the application with further cryptographic algorithms for the key derivation first the algorithm has to 
be realized implementing the “Symmetric” interface and then a key class should be created that uses this 

algorithm implementing the abstract “Key” class. 
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Figure 17 - Classes for cryptography. 

8.6.7 UbiPOL Integration 

Instead of a classical identity provider the eID solution could be used to provide attributes necessary for voting 

participation. Because the UbiPOL TicketServer has to authenticate citizens for voting’s it would assume the 

role of the ServiceProvider in the eID Architecture. All further steps would be the same as using a classic 

identity provider. 

For the Android eID App can be called by starting an Intent with the mime-type “application/vnd.ecard-client” 

and the action “ATTACH_DATA”. The eID-App will then go through the process performing all protocol steps. 

After the data was read by the eID-Server will close and the calling app will come to the front again. 

Compared to data from classical identity provider these attributes are much more trustful. Also there would be 

no registration required to participate in voting’s. Anyway, there might be attributes that are not available on the 
eID card. 

8.7 Software Quality Assurance Plan 

8.7.1 References 

This test plan has the objective to test the general architecture and voting process we have described in the 
previous sections. We also want to point to our SAML based Identity Provider (IdP) implementation, which 

necessity was mentioned in [10]. Our client-side eID implementation relies on the specification, developed by 

the German federal office for Information Security (BSI), in the technical guideline documents BSI-TR03110 

[12] and BSI-TR03112 [13]. 

8.7.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this plan is to describe how the Software quality provided by Fraunhofer FOKUS (Fraunhofer-

Institut für Offene Kommunikationssysteme) will be ensured. The tests will cover functional aspects only. 

8.7.3 Test Items 

Fraunhofer FOKUS has developed mainly four core components which lie on different abstraction levels (see 

Figure 18): 
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 Voting Process 

 Security API 

 eID client-side implementation 

 SAML-based Identity Provider (IdP) 

Each of these components is items to be tested individually. When testing the Voting Process it is assumed that 

each underlying component is tested and operational, based on this the interaction of all components is 

examined. 

 

Figure 18 - Security stack. Components arranged concerning their abstraction. 

8.7.4 Features Not to be Tested 

The deployment of eID in the voting process (so in case of UbiPOL in general) seems unrealistic due to the 

infrastructure requirements by eID.  Even though it has been presented in section Aspects of Security for e-

Voting Solutions8.1 how to integrate eID in the voting process, we are not going to put effort on testing this use 

case. 

8.7.5 Strategy 

Except of eID, where very detailed low-level tests will be applied, all components will be tested from a higher 

service oriented point of view. The detailed test specifications will be part of the next deliverable, where we will 

define fail/success criteria for the component tests. All regression tests will be modelled and implemented using 

JUnit. 

8.7.5.1 IdP 

The IdP will be tested locally concerning its functional properties in a component test approach. The following 

configuration related steps will be taken: 

1. Setting up a (test) database with a small amount of predefined test users. The test database will have the 

same data structure as the production database, but will be populated with test data. 

2. IdP's key store needs to be set up in order to encrypt results or creating signatures. This also implies that 
a Certification Authority will be created for testing purposes. 

3. Deployment of the IdP on the Glassfish 3.1.1 Application Server as specified in the project 

requirements, which as well has to be configured concerning the database access (of step 1). 

In the next step we will create a Web Service client, defined as a regression test, which will make use of the core 

functionality as attribute management, attribute requests, result encryption and signature creation. 
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8.7.5.2 eID 

For the implented eID protocols (PACE, Terminal Authentication, Chip Authentication, see BSI TR-03110) we 

will perform automated low level regression tests. These tests will be done in two ways. First, test data will be 

used from the official worked example (BSI EAC-Worked-Example) to test the different protocol steps. Second, 

we will use a local eID test server and eID test card. This involves the following steps to be performed regarding 

the configuration: 

1. Set up eID test server and test service provider on a windows machine with test certificates. 

2. Connect a basic eID card reader to the machine and install necessary drivers allowing the usage of the 

reader through the eID implementation. 

3. Optionally add entries to the “hosts“file to ensure correct routing between eID server, eID service 

provider, and eID application. 

4. Copy the eID application to the machine. 

Furthermore, we will test the eID application with real eID service providers and test servers with a real eID card 

from a desktop machine. 

Regarding our Android eID prototype application, we will perform system tests with the real eID infrastructure 

(eID service provider, eID server, eID card) as well. Since there is still an issue with the   Android smart phone’s 

NFC hardware and software and extended APDUs which are required to perform the eID protocols, we will use 

a proxy solution to test the Android application. When this issue is fixed, we will not use this solution for testing. 

The setup with the proxy will required the following steps: 

1. Installation of the Android application on an Android smart phone or the emulator. 

2. Setup of the proxy solution. This involves copying a proxy software to a pc, connecting a basic card 

reader to this pc, configuring the Android app to use the proxy via the internet instead of NFC. 

3. On the smart phone open a browser and go to a eID service provider webpage. 

The Android eID application tests will be performed manually. 

8.7.5.3 Security API 

Our approach in testing the Security API locally will be as follows: 

1. In order to test the Security API we will create a simple service relying on the core functionalities as 

attribute retrieval, authentication and session management. 

2. The IdP configuration as described in section 5.1. will be deployed, such that attributes may be verified. 

3. We will develop regression tests based on a Web Service client, who will intend to use the service. All 

different types regarding verification of attribute values, validities, requests and sources will be 

considered. 

8.7.5.4 Voting Process  

The voting process is an application based on the Security API. We have to test whether our core assumptions 

hold in all cases: 

 No multiple voting. 

 Only eligible users are allowed to participate. 

These tests will be modelled as regression tests where a (Web Service) user will try to participate in a test voting. 

We will therefore need to follow the steps: 

1. Deploying the Ticket Server (see section 8.1 for details). 
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2. Creating a test Voting Server which hands out a voting policy. 

3. Deploying the IdP and populate it with relevant test data 

Finally the Web Service client is created which tries to access all components (IdP, Ticket Server, and Voting 

Server). 
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9 Front end class library 

This section of the deliverable is intended for mobile application developers who want to use the front end APIs 

available in the UbiPOL platform. The contents of this section are split into 3 subsections, as follows: 

 Front end class library description; 

 UbiPOL front-end policy map API developer notes; 

 UbiPOL front-end communication manager API developer notes. 

In the first subsection we provide a short generic description of the UbiPOL front end class API. More details 

about the JAVA classes, interfaces and methods can be obtained by consulting the available javadoc. The second 

subsection is dedicated to the front end policy map API. And, finally, in the last subsection we include some 

examples on how the front-end communication manager can be used. The examples available in the last 

subsection are for both J2ME and Android platforms. 

9.1 Front end Class Library Description 

The UbiPOL front end class library is intended for JAVA ME and Android mobile application developers. The 

distribution of the front end class library includes 2 JAR files:  

 “fecl-j2me.jar” – intended for JAVA ME mobile application developers; 

 “fecl-android.jar” – intended for Android mobile application developers. 

The 2 JAR distribution files correspond to the following 2 API modules in the D.3.6 software deliverable 

archive: 

 “fecl-j2me” – containing the UbiPOL front end API classes for JAVA ME developers; 

 “fecl-android” – containing the UbiPOL front end API classes for Android developers. 

Both front end JAVA ME and Android API modules include communication manager classes that handle the 

client messages exchange with the UbiPOL server. The JAVA ME module also includes a policy map API. For 
Android developers, a Google map API is already available in the Android SDK. 

9.2 UbiPOL Front-End Policy Map API Developer Notes 

As mentioned in the previous section, the front end JAVA ME module and JAR distribution file include a policy 

map API. The policy map API in the “fecl-j2me.jar” distribution file includes 15 classes. Those classes are: 

 “DefaultFonts.java” 

 “DefaultGraphics.java” 

 “GeoRectangle.java” 

 “GPSPositionMarker.java” 

 “LatLong.java” 

 “Map.java” 

 “MapCluster.java” 

 “MapFormat.java” 

 “MapMarker.java” 

 “MapMotion.java” 

 “MapPixel.java” 

 “MapSettings.java” 

 “MapType.java” 

 “MapUtils.java” 
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 “ScreenPixel.java” 

 

The most important class available is the “map” class. The other classes are support classes. The “map” class 

provides methods that support the required UbiPOL functionalities like: 

 Displaying a Google map centred at a specific location; 

 Displaying the user’s location on the map; 

 Displaying points of interest on the map; 

 Displaying an info box on the map to show information about the points of interest (this can be used to 

show the number of issues attached to specific points of interest); 

 Zooming in and out; 

 Panning and sliding the map to different locations; 

 Centring the map on the user’s location. 

The JAVA classes and methods available for the J2ME policy map are documented in the corresponding javadoc 

available. Developers are also provided with J2ME mobile application NetBeans project example (the 

“MapClassLibraryDemo” NetBeans project) to get them started in using the policy map classes. The demo 

application is also available in the D.3.6 software deliverable archive. 

The J2ME mobile application NetBeans project is based on JAVA ME SDK from Oracle and the LWUIT 1.5 

(Light Weight User Interface Toolkit) API. The J2ME SDK and the LWUIT API are available at the following 

links below: 

 http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javame/javamobile/download/sdk/index.html; 

 http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javame/javamobile/download/lwuit/index.html. 

Tutorials on how to install the J2ME SDK and how to use the LWUIT API are also available on the Oracle web 

site at the links above. NetBeans also comes bundled with the J2ME SDK. 

The J2ME policy map demo application project included in the D3.6 software deliverable archive also provides 

comments for developers. 

For the Android platform, the “MapView” class that provides the required functions is already available in the 

Android SDK. The following 2 links provide a developer guide on how to use the “MapView” class from the 

Android SDK and also the “MapView” javadoc: 

 http://developer.android.com/resources/tutorials/views/hello-mapview.html; 

 https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/android/reference/com/google/android/maps/MapV

iew. 

Below, screen shots are available for the J2ME policy map mobile application demo included in the D3.6 

software deliverable. The images provide screen shots of the policy map application demo running on the 
Symbian Belle emulator. Although the JAVA ME SDK includes a set of emulators, the Nokia Symbian Belle 

emulator was chosen because it better simulates the functionalities of an actual Nokia device. The same source 

code in the policy map demo application can be compiled to run on a BlackBerry device. The Symbian Belle 

emulator is available in the Symbian Belle SDK at the following link: 

http://www.developer.nokia.com/info/sw.nokia.com/id/ec866fab-4b76-49f6-b5a5-

af0631419e9c/S60_All_in_One_SDKs.html. 

For the Android platform, we also provide some captures of the policy map screens available in the UbiPOL 

field trial application. Developers can implement similar application screens by following the “MapView” 

guides at the links provided above. For the Android screen shots, a Samsung Galaxy S2 device running the 

UbiPOL Android field trial application was used. 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javame/javamobile/download/sdk/index.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javame/javamobile/download/lwuit/index.html
http://developer.android.com/resources/tutorials/views/hello-mapview.html
https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/android/reference/com/google/android/maps/MapView
https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/android/reference/com/google/android/maps/MapView
http://www.developer.nokia.com/info/sw.nokia.com/id/ec866fab-4b76-49f6-b5a5-af0631419e9c/S60_All_in_One_SDKs.html
http://www.developer.nokia.com/info/sw.nokia.com/id/ec866fab-4b76-49f6-b5a5-af0631419e9c/S60_All_in_One_SDKs.html
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Figure 19 - The J2ME policy map class library demo application – displaying the map 

  

Figure 20 - The J2ME policy map class library demo application – adding a reported issue, steps 1 and 2. 
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Figure 21 - The J2ME policy map class library demo application – adding a reported issue, step 3. 

 

Figure 22 - UbiPOL Android filed trial application – displaying the policy map. 
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Figure 23 - UbiPOL Android filed trial application – selecting and POI with issues attached on the policy 

map. 

9.3 UbiPOL Front-End Communication manager API Developer Notes 

9.3.1 UbiPOL Front-End Communication Manager API Description 

The communication manager API provides a set of classes that handle SOAP communication and messages 

exchange on the client side. All the front end communication manager classes are intended to be used with the 

default UbiPOL server instance. For developers who want to implement their own front end communication 

classes some examples have been provided in the D4.2 deliverable. The front end communication manager is 

available for both JAVA ME and Android developers. The JAVA ME implementation is based on the JSR 172 

API. The Android implementation is based on the KSOAP2 API. Both implementations have similar package 

structure. 

There are 5 UbiPOL front end SOAP web services as described in the “fews” section of this deliverable. Those 

are: 

 The authentication web service – provides SOAP web service methods that allow front end client 

applications to authenticate in the UbiPOL system; 

 The retrieval web service – provides SOAP web service methods that allow front end client applications 

to interact with the UbiPOL system in order to retrieve and submit data for policy issues, reported issue, 

comments, questionnaires, questions, points of interest etc.; 

 The user profile management web service – provides SOAP web service methods that allow front end 

client applications to manage user personal data and profile; 

 The notification service – provides SOAP web service methods that allow front end client applications 

to manage notifications filters, subscribe and unsubscribe to be notified about policy and reported 

issues; 
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 The tracking service – provides SOAP web service methods that allow front end client applications to 

monitor the evolution of policy issues throughout the entire policy making workflow. 

Each UbiPOL SOAP web service has a corresponding package in the communication manager for both J2ME 

and Android front end APIs: 

 “authentication” – provides classes to handle front end SOAP communication with the UbiPOL 

authentication web service; 

 “notification” – provides classes to handle front end SOAP communication with the UbiPOL 

notification web service; 

 “retrieval” – provides classes to handle front end SOAP communication with the UbiPOL retrieval web 

service; 

 “tracking” – provides classes to handle front end SOAP communication with the UbiPOL tracking web 
service; 

 “upm” – provides classes to handle front end SOAP communication with the UbiPOL user profile 

management web service. 

Beside the packages above there is also a “dto” package that holds all the data transfer object classes exchanged 

between the client and the server. The DTO implementation is identical for both J2ME and Android front end 

APIs. Also, each one of the 5 packages (“authentication”, “notification”, “retrieval”, “tracking”, “upm”) contains 

a JAVA interface and a class implementing that java interface (also known as a web service client stub). Each 

JAVA interface defines all the corresponding methods exposed by each UbiPOL web service. The Java 

interfaces are also identical in implementation for both J2ME and Android front end APIs. The only difference 

between the J2ME and Android front end communication manager APIs is in the stub implementations. As 

mentioned before the Android version is based on the KSOAP2 API. And the J2ME version is based on the JSR 
172 API. 

In the following 2 sections, we provide examples on how to use the communication manager API to exchange 

SOAP messages with the UbiPOL server from J2ME and Android applications. Both examples are based on a 

possible case scenario for invoking the “addFilter” operation of the notification web service. 

Before making a call to the “addFilter” web method of the notification service the front-end client needs to be 

authenticated. All UbiPOL web service methods (including the “addFilter” web method) require an input 

parameter called “sessiontoken”. The “sessiontoken” is required to authenticate the user. If the session token 

passed to the web method is not valid then the server will throw and exception. 

Session tokens can be obtained by calling the “requestServiceToken” web method of the authentication web 

service. 

After a session token was obtained by calling “requestServiceToken” and passing the user name and password, a 
call to “addFilter” can be made at this point. 

Finally, when all transactions with the UbiPOL server are completed, the client needs to release the 

“sessiontoken” by invoking the “releaseServiceToken” method of the authentication web service. 

In order to demonstrate how the front-end communication manager API can be used to invoke the “addFilter” 

method of the notification web service we provide part of the source code for creating a simple mobile 

application “Form” for J2ME and an “Activity” for Android. The LWUIT API will be used in the J2ME 

example. Below is a step by step the description of our case scenario: 

 Step 1: A screen with edit fields available for all the attributes of a filter is displayed. The screen also 

has a add filter button (see Figure 25 for J2ME and Figure 27 for Android below). 

 Step 2: The user fills in the data for the new filter (see Figure 25 for J2ME and Figure 28 for Android 

below) 

 Step3: The user presses the “Add filter” button (see Figure 26 for J2ME and Figure 29 for Android 

below). A progress dialog is shown and the form successively calls “requestServiceToken” (passing the 
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user name and password to get a token required for authentication), “addFilter” (passing the session 

token and all the attribute values for the new filter), and “releaseServiceToken” (passing the session 

token so that it can be released). 

 Step 4: Upon completion an info dialog is shown to the user with a success message (see Figure 26 for 

J2ME and Figure 30 for Android below). If the requests to the UbiPOL server fail then an error dialog 

will be shown. 

Before moving on to the source code examples of the use case above, we need to consider one more aspect. One 

of the arguments required by the “addFilter” web method of the notification service is “policyDomainId”. This 

argument indicates the policy domain that the filter applies to. Or, in other words, the argument indicates the 

policy domain that is used as criteria to filter out issues during notifications. According to user selection the 

issues retrieved during notifications will belong to the policy domain in the active filter. So, in order to define a 
new filter the user has to select a policy domain first. For that, we need to call the “findPolicyDomains” method 

of the retrieval web service first. This would return a list of available policy domains. The policy domains 

returned should be then used to populate an option list. For example Figure 24 shows a policy domain 

“ComboBox”. When the user selects the “ComboBox” he is presented with a list of available policy domains. 

But the list (the “ComboBox” adapter) has to be populated before the screen is shown. So the 

“findPolicyDomains” method also has to be called before the screen is shown. We have simplified the 

implementation of the use case by calling the “findPolicyDomains” method using SOAP UI. The results are 

show in the screen capture below. We then used the results returned to hard code the values available for the 

policy domains. This was just to simplify the use case and should not actually be used in real applications. 

 

Figure 24 - Call to “findPolicyDomains” method of the retrieval web service from SOAP UI. 

In the following sections we provide some code snippets for possible implementations of the use case presented 
above. One section is dedicated to J2ME. The other section is for Android. The source code sections making the 

actual calls to communication manager web methods are commented. 

9.3.2 The J2ME LWUIT “Form” for the “addFilter” Case Scenario 

The following code snippet exemplifies the creation of a LWUIT “Form” and the call to the “addFilter” web 

method of the notification web service. As explained in the previous section, the available options for the policy 

domain are hard coded. So, the items available for “policyDomainComboBox” in the example below are added 

based on the values returned by the “findPolicyDomains” method called previously using SOAP UI. All the code 
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is implemented in the “MyAddFilterExampleForm” constructor. Also, the code only shows the creation of the 

GUI objects on the form and actual calls to UbiPOL web service methods. 

import eu.ubipol.fecl.j2me.cm.authentication.AuthenticationServiceStub; 

import eu.ubipol.fecl.j2me.cm.dto.PolicyDomain; 

import eu.ubipol.fecl.j2me.cm.notification.NotificationServiceStub; 

import com.sun.lwuit.*; 

import com.sun.lwuit.events.ActionEvent; 

import com.sun.lwuit.events.ActionListener; 

import com.sun.lwuit.layouts.BoxLayout; 

import java.rmi.RemoteException; 

 

public class MyAddFilterExampleForm extends Form{ 

    private Label filterNameLabel; 

    private Label keyWordsLabel; 

    private Label subscriberThresholdLabel; 

    private Label notificationRadiusLabel; 

    private Label policyDomainLabel; 

    private Label issueTypeLabel; 

    private Label filterStatusLabel; 

    private TextField filterNameTextField; 

    private TextField keyWordsTextField; 

    private TextField subscriberThresholdTextField; 

    private TextField notificationRadiusTextField; 

    private ComboBox policyDomainComboBox; 

    private ComboBox issueTypeComboBox; 

    private CheckBox filterStatusCheckBox; 

    private Button addFilterButton; 

    private Button closeButton; 

     

    // the constructor of the form 

    public MyAddFilterExampleForm(){ 

         

        // set the title of the Form 

        setTitle("My add filter example"); 

         

        // create the labels 

        // all the GUI objects in the interface will all inherit properties 

from  

        // the styles in the theme so there is no need to customize in code  

        filterNameLabel = new Label("Filter name:"); 

        keyWordsLabel = new Label("Key words:"); 

        subscriberThresholdLabel = new Label("Subscriber threshold:"); 

        notificationRadiusLabel = new Label("Notification radius(meters):"); 

        issueTypeLabel = new Label("Issue type:"); 

        policyDomainLabel = new Label("Policy domain:"); 

        filterStatusLabel = new Label("Filter State:"); 

 

        // create the text fields, combo boxes, and the check box to allow 

the 

        // to fill in the new filter data 

        filterNameTextField = new TextField(); 

        keyWordsTextField = new TextField();         

        subscriberThresholdTextField = new TextField(); 

        notificationRadiusTextField = new TextField(); 

         

        // define an array of PolicyDomain instances with the values 

returned 

        // previously by calling the findPolicyDomains web method of the 

retrieval 
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        // web service with SOAP UI 

        final PolicyDomain[] policyDomains = { 

            new PolicyDomain(1,"Public libraries"), 

            new PolicyDomain(2,"Environment"), 

            new PolicyDomain(3,"Public transportation"), 

            new PolicyDomain(4,"Road maintenance"), 

            new PolicyDomain(5,"Health"), 

            new PolicyDomain(6,"Finance") 

        }; 

         

        // create the policy domain Combo box and populate it with the  

        // data in the policyDomains array 

        policyDomainComboBox = new ComboBox(); 

        for(int i=0 ; i < policyDomains.length; i++){ 

            

policyDomainComboBox.addItem(policyDomains[i].getPolicyDomainName()); 

        } 

        policyDomainComboBox.setPreferredH(40); 

         

        issueTypeComboBox = new ComboBox(); 

        issueTypeComboBox.addItem("Reported Issue"); 

        issueTypeComboBox.addItem("Policy Issue"); 

        issueTypeComboBox.addItem("Policy&Reported Issues"); 

        issueTypeComboBox.setPreferredH(40); 

         

         

        filterStatusCheckBox = new CheckBox("Inactive"); 

        filterStatusCheckBox.addActionListener(new ActionListener() { 

            public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent ae) { 

                

if(filterStatusCheckBox.isSelected())filterStatusCheckBox.setText("Active"); 

                else filterStatusCheckBox.setText("Inactive"); 

            } 

        });          

         

        // create the button that initializes the download from the server 

        addFilterButton = new Button("Add filter"); 

         

        // create the button that closes the form 

        closeButton = new Button("Close"); 

         

        // set a layout for the form in order to add the GUI objects to it 

        setLayout(new BoxLayout(BoxLayout.Y_AXIS)); 

         

        // add all the labels, text fields and the buttons etc. to the form 

        // in the proper order 

         

        addComponent(filterNameLabel); 

        addComponent(filterNameTextField); 

        addComponent(keyWordsLabel); 

        addComponent(keyWordsTextField); 

        addComponent(subscriberThresholdLabel); 

        addComponent(subscriberThresholdTextField); 

        addComponent(notificationRadiusLabel); 

        addComponent(notificationRadiusTextField); 

        addComponent(issueTypeLabel); 

        addComponent(issueTypeComboBox); 

        addComponent(policyDomainLabel); 

        addComponent(policyDomainComboBox); 

        addComponent(filterStatusLabel); 
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        addComponent(filterStatusCheckBox); 

        addComponent(addFilterButton); 

        addComponent(closeButton); 

         

        // add an action listener to the button that will initiate the web  

        // service methods call 

        addFilterButton.addActionListener(new ActionListener(){ 

            public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent ae) { 

                 

                // instance the authentication service stub 

                final AuthenticationServiceStub authenticationService =  

                        new AuthenticationServiceStub(); 

                 

                // get the data entered by the user for the new filter 

                final int policyDomainId = 

policyDomains[policyDomainComboBox 

.getSelectedIndex()].getPolicyDomainId(); 

                final String issueType = (String) 

issueTypeComboBox.getSelectedItem(); 

                final String filterName = filterNameTextField.getText(); 

                final String keyWords = keyWordsTextField.getText(); 

                final int notificationRadius = Integer 

                        .parseInt(notificationRadiusTextField.getText()); 

                final int subscriberThreshold = Integer 

                        .parseInt(subscriberThresholdTextField.getText()); 

                final boolean status = filterStatusCheckBox.isSelected(); 

                 

                // instance the notification service stub 

                final NotificationServiceStub notificationService = new  

NotificationServiceStub(); 

                 

                // show a modal infinite progress dialog to inform the user 

that 

                // a download is in progress and initiate a thread to 

invoke 

                // the web methods while the dialog is showing 

                // … 

 

                new Thread() { 

                    public void run() { 

                        try { 

                            // invoke the requestServiceToken method to get 

a session token 

                            String sessionToken = 

authenticationService.requestServiceToken( 

"user_name", "password"); 

                             

                            // invoke the createFilter method to submit the 

new filter to the  

                            // UbiPOL server 

                            notificationService.createFilter(sessionToken, 

policyDomainId, 

                                    issueType, filterName, keyWords, 

notificationRadius, 

                                    subscriberThreshold, status); 

                             

                            // release the session token now that we're 

done with it 

                            

authenticationService.releaseServiceToken(sessionToken); 
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                            // if we did not get an exception up to this 

point all is OK 

                            // and the new filter was committed 

                            // dispose the progress dialog here and show an 

info 

                            // dialog to inform the user about the success 

of the 

                            // operations 

                            // … 

                        } catch (RemoteException ex) { 

                             

                            // if we get a RemoteException exception then 

                            // dispose the progress dialog here and show an 

error 

                            // dialog to inform the user about failure 

                            // … 

                             

                        } 

                    } 

                }.start(); 

            } 

        }); 

         

        closeButton.addActionListener(new ActionListener() { 

            public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent evt) { 

                // close the application here 

                // … 

            } 

        }); 

    } 

} 
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Figure 25 - Steps 1 and 2 of the “addFilter” case scenario for the J2ME example. 

  

Figure 26 - Steps 3 and 4 of the “addFilter” case scenario for the J2ME example 
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9.3.3 The Android “Activity” for the “addFilter” Case Scenario 

The following code snippet exemplifies the creation of an Android “Activity” and the call to the “addFilter” web 

method of the notification web service. As explained in the previous section, the available options for the policy 

domain are hard coded. So, the items available for “spinnerPolicyDomain” in the example below are added 

based on the values returned by the “findPolicyDomains” method called previously using SOAP UI. All the code 

is implemented in the “MyAddFilterExampleActivity” “onCreate” method. All the widgets are inflated from 

XML. The code only shows how we obtain a reference to the UI widgets and the actual calls to UbiPOL web 

service methods. 

import android.app.Activity; 

import android.os.Bundle; 

import android.os.Handler; 

import android.view.View; 

import android.view.View.OnClickListener; 

import android.widget.Button; 

import android.widget.CheckBox; 

import android.widget.EditText; 

import android.widget.Spinner; 

import eu.ubipol.fecl.android.cm.authentication.AuthenticationService; 

import eu.ubipol.fecl.android.cm.dto.PolicyDomain; 

import eu.ubipol.fecl.android.cm.notification.NotificationService; 

 

public class MyAddFilterExampleActivity extends Activity { 

 

    private EditText editTextFilterName; 

    private EditText editTextKeyWords; 

    private EditText editTextSubscriberThreshold; 

    private EditText editTextNotificationRadius; 

    private Spinner spinnerPolicyDomain; 

    private Spinner spinnerIssueType; 

    private CheckBox checkBoxFilterActive; 

    private Button addFilterButton; 

 

    @Override 

    public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) { 

        super.onCreate(savedInstanceState); 

         

        setContentView(R.layout.my_add_filter_example); 

 

        // all widgets are inflated from XML 

        // here we obtain a refrence to them 

        editTextFilterName = 

(EditText)findViewById(R.id.edit_text_filter_name); 

        editTextKeyWords = (EditText)findViewById(R.id.edit_text_key_words); 

        editTextSubscriberThreshold = (EditText) 

findViewById(R.id.edit_text_subscriber_threshold); 

        editTextNotificationRadius = (EditText) 

findViewById(R.id.edit_text_notification_radius); 

        checkBoxFilterActive = 

(CheckBox)findViewById(R.id.check_box_filter_active); 

        addFilterButton = (Button)findViewById(R.id.button_add_filter); 

        spinnerIssueType = (Spinner)findViewById(R.id.spinner_issue_type); 

        spinnerPolicyDomain = 

(Spinner)findViewById(R.id.spinner_policy_domain); 

         

        // define an array of PolicyDomain instances with the values 

returned 

        // previously by calling the findPolicyDomains web method of the 

retrieval 
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        // web service with SOAP UI 

        final PolicyDomain[] policyDomains = { 

                new PolicyDomain(1,"Public libraries"), 

                new PolicyDomain(2,"Environment"), 

                new PolicyDomain(3,"Public transportation"), 

                new PolicyDomain(4,"Road maintenance"), 

                new PolicyDomain(5,"Health"), 

                new PolicyDomain(6,"Finance") 

        }; 

         

        // create an adapter for the spinnerIssueType with the  

        // values available: "Policy issue", "Reported issue", 

"Reported&policy issues" 

         

        // create an adapter for the spinnerPolicyDomain with the  

        // values available in the policyDomains array 

 

        // set an OnClickListener to the button that will initiate the web  

        // service methods calls 

        addFilterButton.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener(){ 

            @Override 

            public void onClick(View v) { 

 

                // instance the authentication service stub 

                final AuthenticationService authenticationService = new 

AuthenticationService(); 

                 

                // instance the notification service stub 

                final NotificationService notificationService = new 

NotificationService(); 

 

                // get the data entered by the user for the new filter 

                final String issueType = 

(String)spinnerIssueType.getSelectedItem(); 

                final String filterName = 

editTextFilterName.getText().toString(); 

                final String keyWords = 

editTextKeyWords.getText().toString(); 

                final boolean status = checkBoxFilterActive.isChecked(); 

                 

                final int policyDomainId = 

policyDomains[(int)spinnerPolicyDomain.getSelectedItemId()].getPolicyDomain

Id(); 

                final int notificationRadius = 

Integer.parseInt(editTextNotificationRadius.getText().toString()); 

                final int subscriberThreshold = 

Integer.parseInt(editTextSubscriberThreshold.getText().toString()); 

                 

                // create a Handler instance that will allow us to post 

Runnables on the UI thread 

                final Handler handler = new Handler(); 

                 

                // show a infinite progress dialog to inform the user that 

                // a download is in progress and initiate a thread to 

invoke 

                // the web methods while the dialog is showing 

                 

                // create a Runnable instance to make the web service calls 

on a separate thread  

                Runnable runnable = new Runnable() { 
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                    public void run() { 

                        try { 

                             

                            // invoke the requestServiceToken method to get 

a session token 

                            String sessionToken = 

authenticationService.requestServiceToken("user_name", "password"); 

                             

                            // invoke the createFilter method to submit the 

new filter to the UbiPOL server 

                            notificationService.createFilter(sessionToken, 

policyDomainId, issueType, filterName, keyWords, notificationRadius, 

subscriberThreshold, status); 

                             

                            // release the session token now that we're 

done with it 

                            

authenticationService.releaseServiceToken(sessionToken); 

                             

                            // if we did not get an exception up to this 

point all is OK 

                            // and the new filter was committed 

                            // use the handler bound to the UI thread to 

post a Runnable on it 

                            handler.post(new Runnable() { 

                                public void run() { 

                                    // dispose the progress dialog here and 

show an info 

                                    // dialog to inform the user about the 

success of the 

                                    // operations 

                                } 

                            });                                 

                        } 

                        catch (Exception ex) { 

                            // if we get a Exception then the calls were 

not successful 

                            // use the handler bound to the UI thread to 

post a Runnable on it 

                            handler.post(new Runnable() { 

                                public void run() { 

                                    // dispose the progress dialog here and 

show an error 

                                    // dialog to inform the user about 

failure 

                                }});     

                        } 

                    } 

                }; 

                 

                // instance a new thread, pass it the runnable and start 

it's execution  

                new Thread(runnable).start(); 

            } 

        }); 

    } 

} 
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Figure 27 - Step 1 of the “addFilter” case scenario for the Android example. 

 

Figure 28 - Step 2 of the “addFilter” case scenario for the Android example. 
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Figure 29 - Step 3 of the “addFilter” case scenario for the Android example. 

 

Figure 30 - Step 4 of the “addFilter” case scenario for the Android example. 
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10 Scalability Testing 

This section addresses the scalability tests to perform on an instance of the UbiPOL system. The contents of this 

section were taken from the technical documentation included in the development tree of the UbiPOL software. 

That part of the documentation will continue to evolve to contain a detailed test plan for scalability testing of the 
UbiPOL system. 

In the same class of non-functional tests as scalability testing we also have load testing and performance testing. 

Adopting accepted practice we define these different types of testing as the following: 

 Load Testing – This is the type of testing intended to ensure the application can handle a certain load 

level. Criteria are set to ensure that the system meets certain conditions like the number of simultaneous 

users it can support while providing a certain response time. 

 Performance Testing – This comprises the testing done to analyze and improve the performance of the 

system. The focus here is on optimization of resource consumption by analyzing data collected during 

testing. 

 Scalability Testing – Here we refer to performance testing that is focused on understanding how the 

system scales as it is deployed on higher capacity nodes and/or more nodes or as more load is applied to 
it. The goal is to understand at what point the system stops scaling and identify the reasons for this. 

Scalability testing can thus be considered a kind of performance testing. 

Here we will concern ourselves only with scalability testing. In the remaining of this document we will focus on 

scalability testing and how it should be done to ensure the results are meaningful and useful. 

10.1 Workload Definition 

One important requirement for performance testing is a well-designed workload. The workload is the amount of 

work a system has to perform in a given time. In our scope, a workload refers to the combined load placed on the 
system by the set of clients it provides services to. 

When defining the workload the following principles have to be taken into consideration: 

 Predictability – The behaviour of the system while running the workload should be predictable. This 

means that we should be able to determine how the workload processes requests and accesses data. This 

helps in analyzing performance. Predictability does not mean that the workload should perform the 

exact same actions in the same sequence every time (i.e. has no randomness), nor that there should be 

no variation over time. 

 Repeatability - It is important that a workload produces repeatable results. If the workload is run several 

times in an identical fashion, it should produce results that are almost identical. Without this 

repeatability, performance analysis becomes impossible. 

 Scalability – A workload should be able to place different levels of load in order to test the scalability of 
the target application and infrastructure. A workload that can only generate a fixed load or one that 

scales in ways not resembling actual scaling in production is not useful at all. 

10.2 Designing Scalability Tests 

Scalability tests have to be planned and executed in a systematic manner to ensure that all relevant information is 

collected. The parameters that can be varied to affect load will be the following: 

 Number of simultaneous users. 

 Amount of data in the database. 
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Both the load generator and data generator tools need to be implemented in a way that supports workload and 

data scaling. 

10.3 Collecting Performance Data 

Performance metrics will have to be collected when running the tests. The purpose of these performance metrics 

is to provide information on what exactly is happening on the system infrastructure. 

The following sets of metrics will have to be collected: 

 Metrics at the operating system level. Cpu, memory, swap, network and disk i/o data 

 Metrics for the system being tested. These will include response time per request and size of network 

traffic per request. 

 Metrics for the load generating tools. Here operating system level metrics are all that is needed. Note 

that the load generating tools do not run on the same nodes where the system is running. These 

performance metrics are important to guarantee that the load testing results are not disturbed by the 

tools that generate the requests for the server. 

All performance metrics are to be collected for the same duration as the tests are run. 

10.4 Running Scalability Tests 

The running of the scalability tests involves multiple runs of the tests at different levels of load. The purpose is 

not just to get to the maximum load but to understand how the system behaves at every step and as load 

increases. Detailed performance data is, of course, required analysis of the scalability. It will be enough to run 

the tests up to a load level a little above where the systems stop scaling, i.e. up to a point when the throughput 

stays flat or starts to fall. 
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11 Summary 

This document provided a high level description of the internal architecture and organization of the software of 

the UbiPOL system. The organization of the system software modules was introduced and a description of each 

of the modules was provided. 

The contents of this document aggregate part of the technical documentation created during development of the 

software. This technical documentation is kept under the doc/Developers folder in the development source 

tree. That documentation is regularly updated as work progresses. As such, the information contained in this 

document is a snapshot corresponding to the time this document was produced. 


